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Introduction
More developments in accounting methods have taken place
in the past tvrenty-five ^'•ears than in all the years previous.
Modern accounting is gaining yearly in extent and importance,
due to the groTvth in size and complexitj?- of modern businesses
and institutions. Walter J. G-oggin and James V. Toner in their
book, "PrinciT)les and Procedures of Accounting," published in
1930, state: "During the present century more literature has
been produced on accounting than ever before and particularly
during the -oeriod from 1910 to the present tine." Twent^^-ty/o
years ago, William Morse Cole in his book on "The Construction
and Interpretation of Accounts" said, "Perhaps no field in
connection T7ith business activity in _''j:ierica has advanced so
little in the past twenty-five years as accounting." It is
obvious fraa a comparison of the tv/o statements that accounting
methods and - rocedures have made great advances, but there are
many processes and procedures v.hich are still new and unlaio?/n
to those who are in need of them.
Some of the advances in this field have been utilized in
universit37' accounting but the latter has not advanced with the
same stride as has other branches of the subject, such as, cost
accounting in production and distribution. Universities have
grown in size and importance in a degree comnensurable with
I
2modern "business, yet in the latter, the one or ti,7o men account-
ing department has vanished while in a nvjnher of colle.^es it
still persists. Collej^es rand universities are sIott m realiz-
ing that in order to l^e managed efficiently, there is the need
of intelli;:ent and painstaking anali^ses of every feature of
their work.
University accounting is based on a s^rstemtic, scientific
record in terr.s of noney of the trcmsactions of a college or
university th the financial conditions thej bring and sum-
maries of the results. This involves the designing- of methods,
the preparation and analj^'si s of statements, the establishment
of standards, the planning of operations, and the evaluation
of executive policies, according to results of the past and
the possibilities of the future.
Many universities realize their needs in this di action
but many others do not.
The purpose of this thesis is to bring out forcibly'- what
is needed in university accounting and to us e this work in
aiding colleges, especially the smaller ones, in formulating
definite plans and in imparting to them facts and policies
which will aid them, in carrying on their work in the most
efficient man:ier. Some of these colleges realize their need
for a more efficient accounting system and accounting methods,
while many others are content to go along in the slipshod
manner to which they have accustomed themselves.

3In the preparation of this thesis I have examined the
accounting records of Hampton Institute, The Manassas School
for Colored Youth, and The College of William and Mary. In
addition to the above, I have read many vrorlzs on this subject
and other allied accounting subjects. A complete bibliography
is given in the last few pages.
4
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University Characteristics and Or^aiiization
In the State of Virginia is situated the St. Joseph's
School, which was founded upon religious motives and has
apparently little else hut religious motives for its life
to-day. Nevertheless, in spite of all ohstacles, the school
has been steadily going for^^ard. It v.as founded with only a
handful of students: to-day there are about 300 students en-
rolled. Their financial status is of the hand-to-mouth type:
expenses are incurred riuch more easily than inccme is earned
or received, and as fast as money is received, or even faster,
it is s-oent. The Drincipal, or president, who is also the
secretary and treasurer, lias never used any modern a.ccounting
methods, because, as he stated, his income was spent before
he received it.
When the fall cy of his excuse was explained to him and
he was enlightened as to the use ^and need of a budget, and
to the use of a s^^stem. to fit his needs, he became very much
interested and is about to begin to use good accounting methods
and procedure for his school.
This is a t:/r>ical example of Fiany institutions of learning:
when first starting, their finances are usually low, and a hand-
to-mouth financial scheme seems the only wa^r out. Som.e colleges
changed their primitive methods from their days of poverty and
emerged into better and more useful institutions, while others

5continued to use the saiiie metliods. Others, trying; to improve,
made use of methods and records which were unsuited to their
needs and hence are going blindly forward, hoping to attain
their needs eventually.
The rapid growth of our larger universities offers proof
of the serious need for sound accounting methods. In the
past th. irty years colleges have gro^m tremendously in amount
of endowrPBnt and in size. The enrollment has increased from
156,449 in 1390 to 4-62,445 in 1920 and 868,793 in 1928. Since
1920 the numlDer of college students has increased 87.9 '-er cent.
It is interesting to note the increase in the size of
college libraries from 23,025,736 volimies in 1918 to 40,498,291
in 1928. Similar increases are apparent in the value of college
grounds, of ''U04, 000, 000 in 1919 to ^''300,000,000 in 1928. All
property has steadily shown increases each year, denoting the
fact that colleges and universities are "becoming larger and
larger and pointing out clearly the need of efficient accounting
records
.
Harvard College, the first college in this country, was
founded in 1635 and has risen financially fror. its first gift
from John Harvard amoimting to i 2000 to its receipts in 1928
of '$12,305,783 exclusive of additions to endovmient. In 1929,
Yale's disbursements were about '516,500,000 and its endowment
on the sane date was $82,856,840, From these few figures it

6can readily be seen that there is the necessity, because of
large-scale operations, to adopt the nest system of accounting
suited to the needs.
There are tY'io distinct classes of institutions of hif:her
learning— those under public control or sup^-^orted by the public,
and those under private control or ^^rivately endowed. "The lat-
ter Y/as the first tyoe of college in the United States and -^as
closel37" associated with religious motives: m.ost of these colle-es,
however, have been slowl37' T/eaned from the religious as^^ect. In
the Drivately endowed colleges, tl'ie alumni take a decided interest
in present and future welfare, as is evidenced at Yale where the
Yale Alumni University I'und Association gave to the college f)316,-
415 during 1929.
On the other hand, the colleges under public control are
usually s^^pervised by boards, and the atmos-ohere is one that is
miore or less politically tinged. The public insti ti: tions received
a decided hel^n from toe Federal Land G-rant Act in 1852 and from
that time have been steadily growing larger; for exaiTiple, The
University of Chicago in 190C had an endowment of "^5,938,450 and
in 1928, '"ft43,409,458 or seven times as much. Some of the private-
ly endowed colleges which have been taken over by states or munici-
palities, are tartly tax-supported and receive part of their sup-
port from endowment.
1. Trevor, Arnett: College and University ITinance. Page 2.
2. Phillips, Franks?. Statistics of Universities, Colleges,
and Professional Schools. 192'^-1928, Page 10.
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Colle;-;es are imlilce business organizations or corporations
in that they are not operated for financial gain or profit.
Depreciation reserves are rarely encountered in the records of
colleges i for their inco:.:ie is not large enough to take care of
the replacing of the "buildings as is done in corrau.ercial system
of accounting. 5'urtherniore , there is very little depreciation
per year on "buildings; iiiiien a "building does "become o"bsolete,
whatever the cause ma3'' be, Tioney for a nev; edifice is raised by
subscription and donation. College property- is not taxed as is
that of the commercial corporations, nor is the income of an
institution of higher learning subject either to state or federal
income tax. The success of an^r university is not measured by
the profit it makes or the loss it incurs, but is measured acord-
ing to the service rendered.
(
8The cash basis is peculiar to imi'ver si tie s , al"fchou':h there
are many comiaercial businesses that use this system. Merely
because most colleges use the cash basis does not necessarily
imply that it is the best method, but it is T/idely used because
it requires a minimum of time and also meets the accounting re-
quirements of the colleges.
All coller^es whether publicl^^ or privately endowed, are
of a trust nature. ?unds are entrusted to groups of people
—
trustees, or boards serving as trustees, yjI)o are liable to the
donors to the extent that the donors* wishes are carried out
in the best possible Fianner
.
The organization of colleges is usually headed by a board
of trustees which communicates their rashes aad desires to the
president, who in turn must carry them out "oy detailing the
duties to those whD are in a position to talce care of them.
An efficient organization of a university has a detailed
division of labor, each division being supervised by a respon-
sible -;:erson -7.110 has full charge of all routine matters affect-
ing his department.
Colleges usually base their internal organization either
on the colle;je or school basis, or on the departiaental basis.
In the former, the dean is the administrative head and has
control of all departments that are under his supervision;
he is, in turn, res^^onsible to the head or president of the
university for the results of his division. In the departiii-ental
basis, the control of each department is in tlie head of the de-
I
9partment, who is responsible to the president for his results;
one school may have several deT^artments . If the school basis
is used, the dean will be the head and the ae-^artments v/ill be
responsible to him. On the other hand, if the departmental
b-sis is used, each department head, and there will be several,
will be responsible to the president for their respective depart-
ments. It can be seen, therefore, that there will be less ac-
counting work to be done if the collep;e is on- the school basis.
The department plan makes it necessary to have an account mth
each department, which necessitates an elaborate division of
payroll and other instruction costs and makes the departmental
basis a more costly one, in so far as clerical expense in the
accounting department is concerned.
-'-The financial control is in the ';pverning body of the
university, "y^-ose work is distinguished from the educational
group which determines curricula, scholarship, entrance require-
ments, and educ.'ir-tional standards. The financial officer is the
treasurer, bursar or comptroller; it is to him that the deans,
if the university is on a college basis, or the department heads,
if on a departmental basis, submit their programs for the coming
school year. I.Tatters pertaining to business, physical operations,
and expansions are best placed in charge of the comptroller. These
programs include financial rec^uirements for instruction, books,
library, apparatus, and clerical assistance. To keep expenses
within the income available is the duty of the treasurer which he
does or attempts to do by means of a budget.
1. TTashburn, Zlarle L. Accounting for Universities. Page 3
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The president of the college exercises the administre tive
control through the deans or heads of departments.
The best plan for the control of purchasing is to central-
lize this function in an official who is responsible for all
purchases and stores. A great saving is obtained by purchasing
in advantageous markets, in tines of der)ression, in large quanti-
ties or by talcing advantage of discounts. ^It is usuall'" economi-
cal to take advantage of discounts; in the case of goods pur-
chased at 3 '5, n/50, a saving of 20.24^ annually is made if the
goods are -naid for within five da: During the last century
and the early part of this century?", purchasing in colleges ?ras
not controlled, and every department head or dean did his or
her own r^urchasing. TTow, due to the increased use of budgets,
centrallized purchasing and storing become alm.ost a necessity.
By coo-^erating mth the accounting departm.ent, the purchasing
officer is able to obtain required supplies '.'/ithout delay: any
requisition for supplies must have the approval of the auditor
or purchasing agent.
The auditor examines e^.ch requisition in order to be sure
that there are sufficient funds to T)ay for the particular order
and to determine whether the article to be purchased is a proper
charge for which the requisition is draivn. All requisitions
should be drawn by the deans or department heads in order to
make certain that they know of the orders coming from their re-
spective departments. Collections are usually in charge of the
1. Toner, James Y. Mathematics of finance. Pa';e 27.
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cashier, v/ho also talces care of sziall di slDursemeiit s of currency.
All other disbursements are usually made }}j check, after the
ap'^roYal of the voucher pertaining to the disbursement.
Care of funds is an important task; this duty m^ay be ful-
filled >y an official of a depositor:,^ bank. A college not
located in or near a large city usually has an office at a
central point, where all transactions dealing with the care or
changing of the nature of funds take place. ~It is a good policy
to have a selected group take care of the endowment and other
funds, to see that they are invested in the best possible securi-
ties .
The accounting department is usuall^^ under the head of the
auditor, whose chief duty is to ses that all the accounting vrork
is done and results obtained and published. The various other
departraents that are included in a universiti?-— the physical plant,
printing and other sho;os— are each under the supervision of an
official who has control over all routine mat' ers that affect
that department.
1. Arnett, Trevor: College and University Finance. Paga 39.
((
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III
The Balance Sheet Accounts
In his Philosoph:/ of Accounts , Professor Charles 71.
Sprague says: "An account is a systematic record of fin-
ancial facts showing increasing and decreasing tendencies
leading to a conclusion." Every institution of higher learn-
ing must have accounts listing the kind and monetary value of
the property owned, or, in other words, assets. These accoujits
reflect the values of the assets, which may he divided into
four :^eneral groups: namely, investiiients
,
plant, current assets,
and miscellaneous items including deferred charges. In addition
to the ahove accounts, there are also those which show the in-
terest of creditors in the assets or the liabilities of the in-
stitution, and also accounts which, in reality, are nore in the
nature of accountabilities, being placed on the credit side of
the balance sheet and appearing in the boo.ikeeping entries as
liabilities. Another class of accounts is the Plant Capital
accounts, sometimes called surplus, viiich show the excess of
assets over the liabilities and the various funds. The total
of all the assets ovm.ed by a university is always equal to the
total of the interests of the creditors in the assets, plus the
accountabilities and the surplus invested in the assets. Tliis
princi;ole is clearly expressed by the following: Assets equal
Accountabilities plus Lia";ilities plus Plant Capital.
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-^Investments, the major portion of the assets, may consist
of honds, stoc!:s, savings accounts, mortgages on real estate
and property. If the "bonds or stocks are received as gifts,
they are recorded at market value as of the date they are re-
ceived regardless of vhat their potential value may he. If
they are secured by purchase, they ai^e entered, preferably at
cost or at par value if purchased at a premium to be held until
maturity in the case of bonds. If purchased at a discount they
are recorded at cost; if held until maturit^z-j the discount id
added to the principal of the bond# This treatment avoids con-
siderable difficulty x-hioh v/oujd otherwise be encountered Y/hen
attempting to amortize the discount T^eriodically . It also does
av:ay with a considerable amount of work made necessary hj the
computation of the amortization of the discounts.
Tnen stock or bonds are entered at cost, profit is not re-
corded until the securities are actuallj'' sold. No profit is
made unless and actual sale occurs, even thou-«;n the paper p2"ofits
are good "-potential profits. In the case of stoc 'idends, no
change is made in the book value of the stock other than to re-
cord the change in the number of shares held.
Savings accounts usually contain uninvested cash that has
been received b^^ gift or by the sale or securities or any other
sources and th-at is awaiting investment. It is not held in the
bank primarily for the purpose of saving but to safe-guard the
money and to draw interest and thus secure some income for the
1. Proceedings of Conference of College and University Financial
Officers, 1924. Page 33.
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institution. Host of ttie eastern collef^es do not invest in
mortgages "but prefer to invest their funds in securities, Y/hile
western colleges show much more partiality to first mortgages.
Yery fevj colleges invest their funds in real estate ; those that
have such property usually secui^e them by gift and not through
purchase. If the property held does not earn income, any taxes
paid are usuall:' charged to cun^ent or general incom.e according
to the LYishes of ths trustees. Any assessments made on Droperty
or securities are cliarged to income rather than placed as an ad-
dition to the principal. The charges should he shown as a de-
duction from the endowment income from which is obtained the net
income available for general purposes, rather than as an expense
of ths college.
^One source of investments is endormients, from which a large
part cf incom^e is derived in endo'7ed and other colleges. An
endo'/r.ent is a fund, the principal of which is to be kept intact,
and onl^T" the income of viiich is to be used for general or specific
purposes according to the term^s of the gift. It is a permanent
non-expendable gift. 'Ihere an endowed college does not fulfill
the terms of this definition, it usuall^,;^ finds itself shortly;- on
an insecure foundation. If ths donors realize that their gifts
are not used as the^^ desired, they do not give more funds to the
college. One such case has been clearly demonstrated at a school
which had incorporated in its charter a clause stating that the
endovjir.ent funds could be used, if necessary.'", to defray necessary
1. Proceedings of Conference of - College and Universit3^ Financial
Officers, 19??5. Page 63.
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ex-^enses. The result of this is that the school finds very
feY! donors Yiho are vailing to contribute anything tov/ards
its supDort. In this case, their endomnent fund can not really
he called endoTTment . Endownent funds can not he loaned or
hypothecated, for even though the trustees expect that nothing
will happen and that the funds will he kept intact, they are
jeopardizing the future of the institution. Gifts of which
both the principal and income may be used have no place ^jhat-
soevsr in an endowment fund,
SndoTEient funds are divided into three classes: namely,
unrestricted funds, restricted funds, and funds subject to
annuities. The first t'-pe of endowment is one in which the
income nay be used for any need of the college. It is, by far,
the best type of endoT/ment from the standpoint of the university,
for the income can be applied to any need. Restricted funds are
those endowments whose income can be used only for particular
purposes as s"Decified by the donor. Examples are such gifts
whose income may be used only for professorships, lectureships,
scholarships, prizes, or students' aid, TThere the income from
such a fund is not all spent in one year, any amount unexpended
should be used for the same purpose during the succeeding years.
lEndowraent funds subject to annuities include all funds
received which are subject to annuity payments during the lives
of one or more "persons according to the terms of the ':;ift. :ln
annuity is a sum of money, securities or property given to a
1. xlrnett, Trevor: College and University Finance. Page 50.
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college with the consideration that during the life-time of one
or more persons, usuallj'" although not necessarily the donor or
donors, a certain amount rrill he paid at regular intervals to
the T-erson or persons naried. It is somev^hat in the natuz-e of
insurance. Some institutions, of v/hich Hampton Institu.te is
one, make a s"oecialty of annuities. Many gifts are secured from
donors after their deaths because they desired to lie financially
secure Trhile living. This created an uncer taint3'' in the colleges
as to whether or not they viere to he beneficiaries in the mil.
To do away va th this uncertainty, as far as possible, they at-
tempt to secure gifts, subject to annuities to the donors during
their lives. Tliese annuities are found to be a good source for
increases to endoTzment, but extreme care must be exercised to
determine that the annuit3'' paid out will not be greater than the
amount of income received. In many cases the annul t3'' -oayments
are equal to the income from the fund. Where such payments are
greater than the inccme, they tend to reduce 1he principal and
the amount of endovrjiient can not be determined until the annui-
tants are dead. Tor this reason, these annuity funds should be
kept separate from the 'other endowrr.ent funds.
Other methods of treating the excess of ^ayn.ient over the
income realized from gifts subject to annuities are : First, to
keep the fund intact and, second, to set up a reserve from gifts
received by the unive:'sity. Accounts should be carried TJith
each annuitant and all tho accounts dealing with the funds and
their investments, recoi-^ts and expenditures, should be separated
from the other accounts of the colle -e. Current gifts should not
be ured to pay annuities and real estate should very rarelj^ be
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taken as a basis for an annuity. Institutions like the ^.^ni-
versitT- of Virginia have declined to accept annuities on such
terms
.
Sndow:::ent pledges or subscriptions should not be entered
in the books of account as they are Eiere'.y promises to ^^ay
and may possibly never be collected, Rovrever, pledges and
subscriptions may be recorded on loose leaf or card ledger
sheets as memorandum items, TTo entries should be made on the
general books of account until the actual cash is received and
then cash is debited and endovmient fund, restricted or unre-
stricted, is credited. If securities are received for pledges,
thej should be recorded at the market value as of the date of
receipt, TThere personal notes are received for pledges, they
should not be added to endoirment until such time as the notes
are redeemed,
-Another t3rpe of trust fund ^hich may be held by a uni-
versity is the revolving fund Yrhich is for a special purpose,
such as student loans. This fund should never be reduced or
depleted; the principal is to be loaned and either any income
received is to be added to the principal or som.e other dis-
position is to be naf.e, according to the terms of the fund.
"Expendable funds" i3 really a term for the income of
endoYzment funds -.diichmaybe included among current funds;
hoTzevor, it may represent funds Y7hich are to be spent for
special purposes for which the endowment was given. Other
types of funds are gifts, deposits, includ.ing deposits on
towels, lockers and uniforms, and special fees.
1. I'orey, LLoyd: University and College Accounting. Page 22.
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runds may "be invested separately; that is, each fund may
"be invested by itself, or they may be invested as a Yrhole , in
TP^iat is known as a ccnsolidated fund. If funds are invested
separately, any profit made on the investraent benefits the
object for which the fund was given, and the more the profit,
the greater the benefit. If on the other hand, a smaller amount
of profit is made, or no profit at all, the object for which
the fund was given suffers, Frequently vhen funds ar6 donated,
the donor stipulates tliat the fund shall be separately invested
or invested in a certain kiiid or type of security. In such a
case, the fund will, of necessity, be invested- separately.
The investing of funds as a sroup in a consolidated fund
does away with much detail relating to each account and its
investment. There are not as many uneven amounts to be invested
and funds can thus be invested more easily. By this method each
fund receives the same rate of income and the likelihood of tliis
rate varying much from year to 3rear is very small, as the invest
ments are diversified, ITo fund can be extinguished due to the
failure of 3.nj type of securit^r, as each bears profits and losse
in proportion. Almost every college can use both methods of in-
vestment.
Some endowed colleges invest liieir endowment in college
dormitories and other college buildings on the theory that such
buildings ytIII yield an income. The difficulty with this pro-
cedure is that these buildings usually do not yield sufficient
1. Washburn, Earle : Accounting for Universities. Page 40.
2. Trevor, Arnett. College and University Finance, Page 25.

income and also that no depreciation reserve is set aside
yearly for future replacement of the building. In practi-
cally every instance endovvment funds invested in university
buildings cease to be endowment.
When cash is received from a gift for endomnent the
following entry is made in the cash receipts book:
^Dr. 2ndo\7ment Cash $5,000.
Cr. Charles Dole Scholarship Fund $5,000.
Bequest of Mr. Charles Dole for the establishment
of a scholarship fund.
If securities are received as an endowment gift, they
are entered at the market value at the date of receipt. The
entry is made in the journal as follows:
Dr. Endowment Investment |5,000.
Or. Charles Dole Scholarship Fund $5,000.
Bequest of Mr. Charles Dole of 50 shares of
Illinois Central R. R. Preferred for the es-
tablishment of a scholarship fund.
1. The amounts used in Journal entries are arbitrary
amounts for the purpose of clarifying the trans-
actions .

When securities are purchased with endowment cash, an
entry is mace in the cash disbursements hook.
Dr. Endowment Investment (at cost) |1,000.
Cr. Endowment Cash $1,000.
1000 Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co. Eirst
Mortgage Bonds.
When securities are purchased at a premium and it is
desired to show the securities on the books at par, the
following entries are made:
Dr. Endowment Investment (par) ^10,000.
Dr. Premium on Investment 1,500.
Cr. Endowment Cash $11,500.
The investment committee may desire to liquidate a
particular investment by placing the securities on the market
for sale. When the sale is completed this entry is made in
the cash receipts book.
Dr. Endowment Cash $6,300.
Cr. Endowment Investment $6,300.
Sale of 50 shares of W, T. Grant Co.
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If a profit is mde on the sale:
Dr. Sndo^^ent Cash '^5,300.
Cr. EndoYinent Investments ^5,800.
Gr. Nancy Cowles "Fund 500.
Sale of 50 shares of VI. T. ^rant Co. which cost "^5,800.
If a loss is made on the sale:
Dr. Endowment Cash 76,000.
Dr. Nancy Cotrles ?und 800.
Cr. Endo?mient Investment !^6,800.
Sale of 50 shares of T. Grant Co. which cost -"^5,800.
^In every college there is the necessity for siT-^-niying aid
to needy and worthy students. Many colleges are no lon/^.er giving
scholarships hut are making loans to he paid back. At Mt. Holyoke
College they have established a rotating loan fund or a revolving
fund. Loans are made to senior students who pay interest on therj
at four per cent each 3^ear, and payments on the principal are
ten per cent per year, hegimiing from the date of graduation. It
is best to have the funds for student loans come from the scholar-
ship fund rather than fTOm the general funds.
The entries for loans made to students are made in the cash
disbursements book and are as follows:
Dr. Lo?.ns Receivable ;$E00.
Cr. Cash '200.
A loan of ^200 made to Irving A. Smith - student.
1. Proceedings of Conference of College and University
"inanciel Officers, Au':ust ICf:':, Chicago. Page 96.
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Jot interest received on the loan make the following
entry in the cash receipts book:
Dr. Cash |4.
Gr. Interest on Loans Receival'^le ^4:^
Semi-annual interest received from Irving Smith on
his ^.ZOQ loan.
The entry that is made T/hen the loan is paid is in the
cash recei-nts hook.
Dr. Cash ""^OO.
Cr, Loans Receivable 9200.
Mr. Irvln,^ Smith has re "Hid his loan.
Unrestricted Funds received by a college may be "used for
any "urpose according to the discretion of the tn:.stees. They
may be placed as ^art of the endov/ment or placed in a group
called general investraent funds. If recorded as endovmients
they should not be loced for current expenditures; however,
when the 3^ are merely a part of the investment funds they may
be used for current expenses, for building purp^oses, or any
other similar use.
The entry made in the cash disbursements book when the
fund is being expended is:
Dr. Alice ?ox Fund $50,000.
Cr. Investment Cash $50,000.
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Tltis Alice Fox ITuncl lias "been depleted "by ^50,000 due to
the payment of current exoeiises.
-^physical pl.iit inoludes "Uini for fhe purpose of a campus
and any improvements ma.6.e on it, iDuildiiigs , incliidin^; those
under construction, furniture and equipraent , oorks , scientific
apparatus, nacliiner37', tools, li^e stoc': and r-iuseuiri curios.
Any inca .e-i'i-oduciiii^ property t;';! cli i held as an ir-vestnient
of the endovTiiient fund is not a part of the property hut is in-
cluded anons the endoimnent iuTestr^^ents , All peo^erty should
he recorded at cost and the total amount of property Cc;rried
as an asset should be offset hy the accountabilities of the
funds by vjhieh it is acquired. At the University cf Virginia,
a new accounting system i;7as installed in 191C; as a basis for
the valuation of their buildings they used cost figures that
went back to the year 1S25. All buildings aca_uired through
purchase should be recorded at cost. Some universities value
their property at an apnraised valuation because the trustees
and friends of the university?' want to Icnow Y^at it is worth.
If this is the case, the property should be recorded at cost
and supplementary data may be made available which contain the
appraised valuations. Tlie real value of an ap"oraisal is for
purposes of insurance in order to safeguard the property in
case of fire, so thit the reproduction value of the buildings
may be obtained from the insurance company.
1. Proceedings of Conference of College and University
Financial Offic rs, 1G24. Page 115.
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Ordinarily, colleges do not provide for any de"oreciation
on their physical plant and therefore do not set aside a fund
or sr.rplus to replace V7orn-out assets, T e purpose of a de-
preciation fund is two-fold: one, to keep intact the value of
the original asset, and trro , to determine the correct costs of
operations. The reason for the first ourpote is that the
coller^e buildings T(*Lich are standing to-day have been acquired
by gift. Past and present generations have supplied to-day's
buildings, and present and future -generations must provide to-
morrow's .
It is true that because colleges are not operated for
profit (indeed, nost colleges just Fjake both ends meet V7ith-
out providing for depreciation) there is no necessity for de-
preciation. No entry should be made unless funds are actually
set aside to tal:e care of the depreciation reserve. "^However,
whether the university does or does not record its depreciation
for either of the tY/o reasons given, it should record it at
least for cost purposes.
Buildings are usually received by gift and, if standing,
are recorded at the marlcet value at the tine of receipt, usu-
all3' a donor gives a definite amount of cash for the purposes
of erecting a particular kind of building. Usually'- until the
building is erected, the cash is invested. After giving the
bidders the s-necifications of the building to be erected, the
school receives bids for its erection. If the ' e come within
1. Stevens, Edwin: Unit Costs of Eigher Education. Page 110.
i/ai.
883 0(,
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the anount of the ci^'t, -1^© contract is clYen out. 7/lien the
builo-in,3 is completed, it is recorded at cost.
The followins entry is made T;hen cash is received for the
purpose of louilding:
Dr. Cash $100,000.
Cr. Du Pont Building Fund $100,000.
The following is illustrative of the entr^'' made as the
building is being erected and cash is expended:
Dr. Building Construction §10,000
Cr. Cash $10,000
Separate accounts are maintained Fith the furniture and
equipment of the building until the building is completed; n.t
that time the construction account is closed to the building
account
.
Dr. Du Pont Science Hall "^100, COO
Cr. Building Construction f.lOO,000
When funds for property are secured by an issue of bonds,
the entry is:
Dr. Cash f^a00,00C.
Cr. Bonds Payable f^.lC0,000
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The follovring eiitr\^ is made T/hen the erection of the
"building necessitates payment:
Dr. Building ;^100,000
Cr. Cash $100,000.
When the bonds 'beccme due and are paid, this entry is
made
:
Dr. Bonds Payable $100,000
Cr. Plant Capital 1100,000
If a new building is erected to replace an old building,
only the excess of the nev; one over the old should be added
to the building account.
The entry made when a building can no longer be used
is as follows:
Dr. Plant Capital $100,000
Cr. Property §100,000
All inventories of property should be taken annually to
determine uhether all the property that should be on hand can
be accounted for. Usually the auditors of the university will
req_uire an inventory of all property and will actually take an
inventory themselves of the assets in so far as they cs.n.
-Books are usually evaluated at one dollar "^er volunie re-
gardless of the fact that some books are ^vorth r-uch more than
1. Proceedings of Conference of College and University Financial
Officers, August 1924, Chicago. Page 105.
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that amount, ^or the most part, books depreciate rapidly,
and an average of one dollar per voluiie is a sood valuation.
The cost of nev: books is included in the operating budget and
is charged to the profit and loss account. At the close of
the fiscal :'ear, an entr3'" is made in the general journal.
Dr. Books ^1000.
Cr. Plant Capital f^lOOO.
Jot the purchase of 1000 volumes.
The current assets include cash for cur?"ent purposes TThich
ma3^ be either on hand or in banks, and accounts receivable, both
general and employees. Accounts receivable to em"^'loyees should
be kept and shovrn separate from the other accounts receivable
for the express purpose of designating exactly v/hat is due the
college from outsicvrs and what employees owe the institution.
Student loans may be classified as current assets or they ma^^ be
included among the fixed assets, depending upon the nature of
the loan and the length of time within which the loan vail be
repaid* "j^x-student debit balances maybe included among the
current or fixed assets according to conditions affecting the
balances. Notes receivable are current assets and are classi-
fied as such. Inventories of materials and supplies are also
current assets, although they may be classified under deferred
charges.
Deferred charges ma3^ include su.ch item^s as supplies, un-
expired insurance, and advertising expenses, the benefit of
which is to be derived in the future.
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There are, on tlie ascst sice of the balance sheet, assets
including investments of endowments and other general funds.
As contra accounts to these assets there are fund accounts
shovm as liabilities vtii dh are reall^^ accountabilities of the
assets. These fund accounts should equal in amount the assets
to Y/hich they correspond. Thus, endo-rxment investments of
§5,000,000 shown as assets should have as a contra account
endovTT.ent fund shorn as a liability. What is true of endow-
ment investment and fujids applies also to plant and equipment
and plant funds, current assets and cun-ent liabilities. Each
is shorn as contra items against the other.
In addition to the funds as liabilities, t.ere raa^^ be
mortgages on plant property which Yri 11 reduce the university's
equity in its ph37-si cal property. The liabilities also include
current liabilities, composed of accounts payable, deposits
made by students and others, amounts due students for labor,
sums due students who have left the college and gifts for
current and other purposes. Ordinarily any invoice must be
approved by the proper authority to become an account pa3''able ,
Accrued interest is computed b;^ requesting the depositor3' banlvs
to render a statement of interest at the close of the fiscal
year and then having the amounts entered for paym.ent ; tM s
procedure results in a proper int:^rest charge being made if the
books are on a cash basis. Any unapplied income from endowm-ents
are balances of endoYmient inccme which have not been spent.
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The cliart o:? accounts of an illustr^.tive college is as
follows:
Chart of Accounts
I Assets
A G-eneral "'Undomnent ;Fund Investments
1. Casii in "banks
2 . Bonds
3. Stocks
4. Mortgages
5. Real r.state
B General Investments
1. Cash in banks
2. Bonds
3. Stocks
4 . I,!ortgages
5. Real "Estate
C Retirement ITund Investments
.
1 . Gash in "bank
2 . Bonds
3. Stocks
4. Mortgages
5. Real Estate
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D Plant and Equipment
1 . Land
2. Buildings
2 . Equipment
4. Books
5 . So ien t i tl c app aratu
s
5. Eurniture
7. Investnents cf Duildin.;']; Eunds
(a) Cash
(b) Bonds
(c) otocks
(d) Mortgages
E Annul 1 Eund Investments
1 . Casli
2. Bonds
3. otocl:s
4. Mortgages
5. Excess of Annuity Disbursements oirer income
E Current assets and deferred charges
1. Cash on hand
2. Gash in banlis - general purposes
3. Cash in banks - specific purpose
4. Motes EecciYablc
5. Accounts Receivable - general

5. ccounts Pieoeivable - employees
7. "'x-student loans and deloit "balances
8. Locus
9. IBxpsnse inventories
Liabilities and 5'\mds
'ndo'Winent Fund (Subsidiary ledger;
B G-eneral InvestDient ITunds (Subsidiary ledger)
C Tension Reserve i'unds (Subsidiary?' ledgers)
D 'nnuity Reserve ""r'-idn ''""'.'bsidiaryT' 1":" -or)
S Endo-'.Tu.ent Insurance xieserve I'und
F Plant Timds
1. Invested in plant
2. Balance of gifts and appropriations fo
permanent improvement
G- Cujrrent liabilities
1. .Accounts pa^^able
2. Rotes Payable
3. Room deposits
4. Key deposits
5. Students accounts
6. "^z-student balances
7. Deferred credits
5. Operating fund
9. Operating surplus or TTorlcing Capital
10. Special funds
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III Income
A Sndormient ITiinds
1. Unrestricted
(a) Interest on "bonds
(li) Interest on Liortgases
(c) Interest on iDanlc "balances
(d) "Extraneous interest
(e) Dividends on stoc::
2. Restricted
(a) Interest on "bonds, on mortgages, on
banl: "balances and otlier interest
("b) Dividends on stoc!:s
B O-eneral Donations
C Special Donations
D Annual Scholarship Donations
E Church Collections and su"bscriptions to Chaplain*
s
salary
J Miscellaneous sources
1. 3tate
2. Coimt^-
Gr Students Fees
1. Registration
2. Tuition
3. Diplomas
4. Laboratory
5. I.!iscellaneous fines
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H Productive Industries
III DisLurserrients
A The collese
1. Adin.inistrative and general
(a) Salaries
(1) Officers and Office eriplorees
("b) Zlxpenses
(1) Officers and office
(c) General office salaries and expenses
(d) SndoMiient insurance reserves
(e) Diplomas
(f) Interest
(g) Programs
(h) Circulars
(i) Putlicit^r
(j) Public functions
(1:) Stationer^^ and Postage, telephone and
telegrapli and miscellaneous
2. Instruction
(a) Salaries and expenses
(h) Laboratory eq.uiprnent and supplies
B The Aoaderi3' (a division of the School)
Various expenses similar to the college
C The Trade School
D Productive Industries
H Religious Y/orlc

1" "xtension tjctIz
G- Military trainins
n TIiG library
I l^^.e '"'iisenm.
J Of. ico of Dean of ISfomsn
Boarding Department or Dormitories
7'^aintenance of plant
1. "'Iceep ' " rounds and roads
2. Guards, fire departro^t, water s^rsten
I.I Greneral Gaiapaign departi^e-t
N General Publicity departoent
General furniture iT.rid eq.uipiiient
T>
'^ilr2'olo'''^;rs ' t i a'^'' i . " T!^.'^'''T:'.'^ce
Q, General operations
R Expenditures on permanent improvements

ly
Unit Costs
Tlie modern business executive Icnows exactly ho¥/ itiucli it
costs Ms concsrn to manufacture the goods that it produces
or to sell the goods that it purchases for resale • His pur-
pose in having this information in readiness at all tjia.es is
either to reduce costs if Vnej heccme too high or to cease
manufacturing or selling the article. An exam-ole of such a
case occurred in the Lee of Conshockan Tire Company. This
organization found hy detailed unit distrihution costs that
they could imlze a greater profit by selling tires to feT/er
distributors; this they proceeded to do. '^/hat the business
executive can do, college and university trustees can do also,
by req.uiring the administrators to have available cost in-
formation concerning the ouerati on of their college or deT^art-
ment.
"'"There are nur-erous uses for unit costs in universities,
among which is the necessit;^ of husbanding resources. The
resources of a university should give as much use and service
as is possible so that the greatest good can be obtained from
them. Colleges should attempt to make every dollar count; yet
this policy has its lim_itations. Some college administrators
Y/ho exaggerate this policy soon find themselves in a deplorable
condition for attempting to do the Impossible. An important
reason for a cost system is the information it furnishes re-
lating to the tine Y»hen a building program had best be started.
1. Stevens, Idwin: Unit Cost of Higher Education. Page 7.
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It sii077s in detail the increases or decreases of costs of
material and service of all kinds.
Another "urpose is based on the fact that operating re-
sources change but little 'jhile costs my vary considerably
from year to ^'ear. Some colleges, of v/hich there are but fe?:,
find unit costs inportant, for they charge non-resident students
the actual cost for their training and resident students a
nominal amount. Unit costs tend to detect all leaks and stop
then. They prevent extravagence ; further if the unit cost rises,
the cause is searched for, found, and ren-cred if possible. Perma
nent and excessively high costs of operation of orj department
are detected and a reduction in ezcpenditures talces "olace, or the
courses maj be abandoned, or the fee for the course iiiay be in-
creased. One of the most important uses to vzhich unit costs
may be put is in comparing the costs of departments or schools
with similar departments in other colleges in order to see vrhere
the costs are excessive and to find the causes for an^^- excess.
Large unive-^sities :nay help snail colleges rnt in amount of
money spent but in a unit cost basis of figures. Here there
is a splendid opportunity for coo"oeration between ujiiversitie s
.
Tnit costs may supply a good argument for the sup"nort of
an institution. They form a potential value of a cost report
because they inspire confidence. The public is interested in
costs because it is upon the public that the burden of support
falls. The difficulties vihich vzere encountered in obtaining

comparable cost data have been renoYed to a s^-'^S-'t extent by
the agreenent of the business officers of institutions to
haT3 a ccrron method of emirierating students and a coiiron
classification of acco Lints and obstacles, such as accounting
for research.
^The basic cost unit is the student-cloclc-hour , vjhich is
similar to the hour of labor ia ordinary mechanical work.
This is the iniit ^ich has been used for many years by teachers
of mAisic and art and was first used in 1914 in Miami University.
A student -clock-hour represents an hour of instruction even
though the actual time spent in class is fifty-five minutes, the
remaining five minutes being used for the passing of classes.
The regular school year is 36 weeks (disregarding the time spent
for registration and holidays) which is usually divided into three
quarters of tv/elve T/eeks or t^.D sei:Bsters of eighteen weeks. A
student having three classes a week in aceoujiting is regarded as
having fifty-four student -clock-hours per semester. If the ac-
counting class has twenty students, the class mil represent
1C80 student -clock-hours (5 x 13 x 20).
2Other bases for unit cost are the ci-edit hour costs T^iich
measure in some colleges the cost of one hour each week per
quarter, and in other colleges the cost of one hour each week
per semester. Tliis is based upon the student credit hour which
is the cret^-'. t obtained by a student in a course for v^hich one
1-2. Stevens, Edwin: Unit Costs of Higher Education. Page 45.
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credit or one credit hour is allovjed "by the coller^e. The
student credit hours for any class are obtained by inultir^l--
ing the number of students enrolled in the course by tlie
number of tirnes the class meets weekly. For example, a three
credit course in econor^ics which contains 3C students repre-
sents 90 credit hours. There is likely to be considerable
cor.f\:sion iTith this basis, because the credit hour takes no
consideration of the number of weeks in the term, "diether it
is a quarter or a sonester. A ci'edit is merely- a local term
and has different meanings in different schools, A credit in
a quarter system is twelve weeks' work: in a semester s:;"stem
eighteen weeks' work. In addition, to add to the confusion,
the credit hours usually vary greatly- in the ran^'e of hours
of classroom instruction, as in laboratory periods.
The student registration, another basis of unit costs,
was used by Princeton, "Fhich was the first universit:/ to
publish cost statistics. TMs basis represents the cost of
one student in one course.
It can thus be seen that the student -clock-hour is most
easily understood; it does not ha.ve various meanings in dif-
ferent universities and it sho?/s laboratory instruction costs
far better than does any other basis, for in the othsrs,
laboratory periods are not given full credit for all the
actual hours consumed. Tlie student clock hour is therefore
being used more tlian any other unit.
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The colls'^e census is "best taken after four weeks of in-
struction in order to avoid enmnerating those TJho droT) out
during the first fei? weeks, and because new students usually
are not admitted thereafter; furthermore, those v/ho are in
college four weeks generally remain for the remainder of the
quarter or semester. A general census enrollment is secured
from the registrar where regular and special students are
classified according to their major lines. 3f study. Another
source is the regular class census or enrollment which shows
"by coL^rses the number of students, the credits, the number
of hours of lect\.:res and recitations, conferences and labo-
ratory v.'ork. The total number of all students enrolled for
the major courses of the university plus the special group
should equal the number of students listed in the class censu.s.
Care must be taken to avoid duplications. In class enrollments,
students are counted in each class they are enrolled, the total
of which gives the gross enrollment in the clases. Trom this
enrollment is obtained the number of courses, the number of
course credits, the gross enrollment in each department and
the student- clock-hours of each course, department, and college.
At ths same tir-e the census is taken, or during the middle
of the "ear, the floor space in all ne?/ buildings, as well as
the space used by each department in each building it occupies
is measured. At the end of the fiscal period a record is made
of the number of hours and the amount of space occupied by
each departrp.ent during the quarter or sem.ester.
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TJiiiversitie s furnisli tm types of service: instruct! ecu
,
and cooperative and scientific services. The instruction
accounts include all expenditures that are in any Y/ay con-
nected with the educational work of the institution. The
best method of distributing expenses is to charge them, if
possible, directl;' to the educational service to which they
belong. Seme items can be charged directly much more easily
than others. Instruction includes all expenditures for
educational salaries, operating expenses and additions to
equipment. It includes a prorated amount of expenditures of
overhead items, such as the cost of operating the physical
plant and the general and administrative expenses.
The cooperative and scientific services rendered by the
college absorb all those expenses '.^lich can be directly charged
to them and all others vhich are rightfull3r ap-ortioned to them.
All expenditures for research, extension, and correspondence
wor'c.are applicable to the services which are non-instructional.
Expenditures for such projects as d.ormitor ies
,
dining h3.11s,
restaurants, student loan funds, scholarships, and fellowships
are in the same category; so also are the expenditures of the
commissary, book store, storerooms and printing departments.
Although the college is not primarily- interested in profit
or loss, it is of secondary importance to determine actmlly the
profit made or loss sustained during a fiscal period. "^Depreci-
ation is an item that is not charged as an operating cost of the
1. Stevens, Edvrin: Unit Costs of Higher Sducation. Page IIC.
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colle:3e, "but nevertheless is a cost Vviiether or not ";e rer^ard
it as sv-ch. Since this sulDject is unit costs, depreciation
should be one of the factors to be considered. Depreciation
may "be a direct charge of instruction, but is best calculated
as a chare© applicable to the building to which it applies.
The Purchase of equipment adds to the inventor:^ of assets each-
year, and depreciation is charged on the basis of the asset at
the beginning of the year plus one -half of all additions during
the year. It is based on tlie life expectancy of the asset and
varies from one -nex cent of class A buildings to ten to t^/enty
per cent for machinery and scientific apparatus.
The time of the instructional staff is distributed between
instruction, research, and general expense according to v.here it •
belongs. Full time instructors ai^e recorded first, and these are
fol^owed by those whose time and services are in tTO departments,
as between instruction and cooperative service, or between in-
struction and acHninistrative expense. The Dean^s salary if he
teaches may be, and usuall^r is apportionable between administra-
tive expense and instruction. All time spent on research r.^rl: is
applied to research. THiere members of fhe staff are engaged in
research work for which they receive no remuneration from the
college, the time spent on such work is not charged, as it is
an item that is not paid for by the university.
All ex^^enses that can be directly charged to instruction
are so charged; as, for example, salaries of teaching staff,
clerl-cs, employees, cost of materials and supplies, and current
additions to equipment. Salaries will be prorated among in-
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stmiction, research, administration, correspondence and cooperative
services. Other expenses come under the general heading of
overhead, ^.ich includes administration, physical plant, student
welfare and the library. The administration expenses, which
include the salaries of the president, the office, the comptroller,
and the general administrative expense, are distributed to depart-
ments on the basis of expenditures and student-clock-hours on
a wei^ted average of two to one.
Expenses that apply to the operation of the physical plant
should be directly charged, as far as possible, to the buildings
to which they are applicable; as, for example, maintenance, water,
heat and light. Indirect expenses sudi as office expenses, mis-
cellaneous salaries and tools, are apportioned to departznents on
the basis of expenditures. The cost of student welfare, student
discipline, and buildings of general use are apportioned to
departments on the 'casis of s tu dent -clock -hours.
Physical education and military science departments give
general service, but are teaching departments and are classified
under instruction.
Included in overhead are the expenses of the museimi, which
are divided between the research and instruction department.
Publishing of official publications and those of a general nature
are also overhead items.
General overhead is distributed in accordance with the direct
expenditure incurred or according to physical space used. If
research departnent spent $50,000 ayear, and the total direct
expense of the university was Ol>000,000 and the general overhead
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expense :^150,000, the overhead charged to the research department
equals 50,000/1,000,000 x 150,000 r $7,500. If it is distributed
accouding to the physical space used, and the research department
may have 20,000 square feet of floor space in comparison with
600,000 square feet in all the departments both instructional and
cooperative, the overhead charged to the research department
equals 20,000/500,000 x 150,000 m $5,000. The latter mefiiod is
satisfactoiy for items like janitor service, heat, and light.
In administrative and other overhead instructional charges, the
expenses may he divided among the departments on the basis of
teaching load expressed in s tu dent -clock-hours.
To obtain the student clock hour cost divide the cost of
the department by the number of student clock hours in the de-
partment. To find the curricula costs, translate the credits
into clock hours and multiply them by the cost per student- clock-
hour. Both department and curricula costs are important. The
former is important for internal use in administrative work;
the latter is good for use with the public, as it stresses the
student and his educational objective. Factors entering into
unit costs are size of classes, use of floor space, ratio of
teachers to the number of students, amount of laboratory in-
struction, salaries, and cost of supplies. The small class is
universally recognized as best, althou^ the cost is prohibitive.
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The remedy for high costs is not a policy of eliminating
departments or subject matter; if a departinent is done away with,
it may not necessarily decrease the burden of support, for the
students taking the subjects would have to go to other departments
to get the same amount of instruction. High cost figures may
lead to a readjustment a' work #iich will bring greater efficiency
and a happier teaching staff. A low unit cost may mean poorly
paid teachers or crowded laboratories or classrooms. Cost
figures must always be considered in relation to the service
rendered by the college.
It is desirable for comparison purposes to know the portion
of the total expenses that is represented by salaries, by other
direct expenses, and by depreciation. The percentages should
classify themselves as follcBrs:
1
Depreciation
Instructional salaries
Other direct charges to instruction
Overhead
55%
32^
9%
The overhead subdivision should be as follows:
Physical Plant
Administration and general
Student welfare
11%
155^
2^
Library
32^
1
Stevens, Edwin: Unit Costs of Higher Education, page 75
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It is also worth a great deal to a college which is about
to enter upon a program for ths building of dormitories to know
the unit cost figure. Some at the highest figures average
^4,000 to ^4,500 per student; the lowest figure of the ordi-
nary type of dormitoiy is 01*500.
A necessary requisite for securing greater value from
comparisons of different colleges is a more uniform system of
accounting. Two requirements for uniform accounting are that a
report should be prepared covering the entire year and that a
separate one be made for the summer session. It would also
help considerably if the fiscal year were from July 1 to June
30. The dean's salary should be apportioned to the various
departments according to the time spent in each department.
Usually, if less than one-fourth of his time is for administrative
purposes, all of his salary is cnarged to instruction. The cost
of instruction should include the regular teaching departments,
administration, physical plant, library, and student welfare
expense. The cost of cooperative services, such as extension
departments and experiment stations, should not be charged as a
cost of instruction. The same is also true of scholarship funds
not involving instruction as part of the sercice rendered, student
loan funds, boarding accounts or dining halls, and dormitory
accounts.
Administration expense should include the expense of the
President's, the registrar's and the business offices, the
expenses of the board of trustees and of other administrative
offices.
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Catalogues, freight aad express, office supplies, postage, tele-
phone and telegraph and other general expenses are grouped as
general expense. Physical plant expense consists of the expense
of grounds aad roads, of the superintendent of buildings and
grounds, of any furniture and fixtures not charged directly to
departments, of janitor, light, heat, power, and repairs.
Student welfare includes the expense of the halls of
residence, the dining halls, the hospital, and other general
departments including the dean of women and the employment
secretary. General administrative expense, Tiiich is distributed
on a weighted basis as explained previously, and physical plant
expense are distributed to cooperative services on the basis of
square feet of floor space occupied; the remainder of the
general, administrative and student welfare expense goes to
instruction on the basis of student-clock-hours. The remainder
of the physical plant overhead is allocated to the instructional
department on the basis of square feet of floor space occupied.
Any outlay of capital should not be considered a distribut-
able item unless a part of such outlay is for equipment which
•usually is replenished annually. The curricula cost should be
based on student -clock- hours.
In conclusion, there is a distinct need of systematizing
the accounting of colleges in order to attain an intelligent and
effective economy in the internal adninistration. There is a
need for differentiating between instructional and non-instru.ction-
al service. The unit costs of instruction point toward the proper
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methods of promoting economy, sjid they also tend toward similar
levels in different institutions. Colleges with a small enroll-
ment have high unit costs; however, the reverse may not necessarily
be true of colleges with large enrollments, although large
enrollments do tend to decrease unit costs. There is scarcely
any doubt that unit costs make the work of colleges more effective;
if there are demands for better and more service, higher costs
can be easily e:j5)lained to the public.
The need for the standardization of college accounting
is very keenlj'' felt v.hen attempting to secure satisfactory cost
comparisons betv/een different institutions; comparisons made
can not be judged without a further knowledge of conditions
from Tiiich the figures were obtained,
Mr. Amett stated at the conference of College and Univ-
ersity Financial Officers in 1924, "I am convinced from my
experience in visiting institutions that there is just as
great a possibility in liie reduction of expenses as there
is in increasing income. If a conscientious attempt were
made to reduce expenses, the possibilities vrould be beyond
description. The opportu.nities for leakage are simply enor-
mous. He also added, "I am wondering how many financial
officers here feel that they can render a service to their
institutions by making a careful scrutiny of what is going on
in the several department 9, by coraparing the cost of one
depertEBnt for one year with that of another."
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V
The Budget
^The "budget is a plan or instrument of business control and
coordination reduced to a quantitative basis and estimating in
advance the factors of effort, finances and mateorials necessary
to attain a given objective within a definitely determined period
of time. It is one of the most important statements of a college
and is prepared annually for the approaching year to which it is
to apply. Estimates of income and expenditures are made in ac-
cordance with a proposed program, and it is of utmost importance
to have the estimated as well as actual expenditures confined
within the limits of the revenues of the university.
The budget is of primary importance in a college and is
an essential element in the financial administration of an in-
stitution. It secures and provides for an economical as well as
a continuous and intelligent administration. The opportunities
of a college are usually unlimited, but it must of necessity
conduct its educational work within the limits of its income
if it is to succeed. Failure to keep the expenditures within
the limits of revenue at the disposal of a college inevitably
leads to failure. In the case of publicly controlled universi-
ties, the resources are governmental appropriations made "ne or
two years in advance. They are for the most part fixed and are
macimum sums; that is, the expenditures can not exceed the ap-
propriations. The income of endowed colleges may vary much more
1. Reed, Vergil: Planned Marketing. Page 191.
Ii
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than that of public institutions, but increases here are also
very difficult to secure. Hampton InstitLite, which is an
endowed college, has a campaign department which travels
throughout the United States for the purpose of creating an
interest in the institution in order to secijre funds.
'-There are two types of budgets, of ^ich one is the ordinary
type and the other is the flexible type. The former contains a
classification of estimated income as to sources and a list of
the estimated expenditures by functions; the flexible budget
contains the same classifications but with one difference. The
ordinary budget takes into consideration its estimated income
and expenditures based upon a certain estimated student body;
the flexible budget contains estimated income and expenditures
based upon several different estimated numbers of students. If,
for example, a budget is made upon the basis of a normal increase
in the st^adent body and such increase does not take place, certain
expenditures will evidently be decreased while other expenditures
will remain stationary, regardless of vhat the decrease in numbers
may be. On the other hand, the student body may increase far more
than expectations had warranted. Shall the expenditures be the
same as they would for a normal increase? Hardly. For this reason,
it is wise to estimate the effect in the budget figures that a
normal increase will have as well as subnormal and abnormal in-
creases. In no case, however, should the estimated expenditures
1. The Taylor Society; Scientific Management in American
Industry. Pages 271, 273, 281.
i
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be greater than the revenue. This method dissolves the dis-
advantages of the usual budget, yfeich is ordinarily inflexible
and does not make the necessary provisions viien unexpected
conditions arise. Certain costs are fixed regardless of how
large or how small the student body may be. Examples of these
are the president's salary, the treasurer's salary, other ad-
ministrative salaries, insurance, and a minimum amount of in-
structors' salaries. Other costs are variable in proportion
to the total amount of students.
These budgets may be classified as those which are for
presentation to boards, legislatures, alimmi or interested
citizens, and those for internal administrative control. When
the budget is prepared for the former use, it is usually in
summary form; when it is for internal use, it is very detailed.
The purpose of this distinction is that certain minor needs may
change after the budget has been made. If a slight change were
desired, it could easily be accomplished. If the expenses were
all detailed in the budget to the board, no changes could be
made without securing permission from the board. As it is, the
budget that is given to the board sumT^arizes the needs of the
departments and the board usually devotes a certain sum to
satisfy those needs. If it were necessary to change several
of the minor details, it could easily be done with no vote of
the board, vdiich is interested not in the minor details but in
the general policies and lar^-^e items of the institution. The
president usually has authority to make minor adjustments as
i
JTcl.'',SX
TT-IE BUDGIT
FINAL SUMMARY
Budget Budget
19E1-22 1922-23 Increase Decrease
Expenditures
Schedule B Academic & Noimal 95,459.00 102,309.00 6,850,00
C Home Economics 18,920.00 23,620.00 4,600. 00
W D Business School 8,741.00 10,271.00 1,530.00
W E Agricultural 45,754.00 58,855.00 13,101.00
F Trades & Industries 50,300.00 47,290.00 3,010..00
G Religious Work 11,340.00 10,755.00 535.,00
ff H Extension Work 27,198.00 31,025.00 3,827.00
I Physical & Aulitary 16,925.00 19,165.00 2, 240. 00
If J Lib. Rius. & Lect. 15,575.00 15,425.00 150. 00
K Boarding Depts. ••
Teachers & Officers 8,445.00 • 8,445. 00
Students 5,025.00 3,547.00 1,478. 00
Holly Tree Inn 6,500.00 2,000.00 4,500..00
Restaurant 1,000.00 : 1,000 00
tf L Students Hospitals 6,105.00 6,295.00 190. 00
M Gteneral Operations 3, 6 5^, 27. 00
tt N General Maintenance 18,891.00 21,761.00 2,870.00
Campaign 26,010.00 25,410.00 600. 00
P Publicity Xi
,
U7d . UU ly
,
OOl . UU 2, 255. 00
Q Administration 55,174.00 55,724.00 550. 00
R Miscellaneous 6,000.00 7,500.00 1,500.00
ft 8 Apportioned Accts. 700.00 800.00 100.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 437,611.00 457,429.00 19,818.00 1
Less
Schedule A INCOME 389,819.29 408,219.29 18,400.00 t
Amount to be raised
from other sources 47,791.71 49,209.71 1 , 41o. UU

SCHEDULE "A*»
I I I c i: E
Assured
Budget Budget
1921-..2 192S-25
Endorsment Income, General ^il9,000.00 235,000.00
Ogden Scliolarsiiit) F-Jjid Income 2,400,00 1,300,00
Shaw •» ' " " 600.00 600.00
3rown « " " 250.00 250.00
Jesu^ F'ond Income 920.00 920.00
Blake Museum Fund Income 2b0,00 EoO.OO
Chene-.- Fund Income 334.29 334.29
Pescho 75.00 75.00
Hussel Sage Fund Income : 75.00
Ogden Auditorium Sndo":7ment 1,250.00 1,250,00
Interest on Bank Balances, etc. 150.00 216,229.20 175.00 241,704,29
Annual AnDro'oriations
Gen ral Mucation Board 50,000.00 50,000.00
Slater Fund 5,000.00 5,000.00
Plielps-Stokes Fund 1,750.00 1,750.00
Elizaoeta Gitv Co. for Whit, Sch. 1,440. 00 1,440.00
State of Va. for Summer Sch?ol 2,000.00 2,000.00
U.S. Ii-t. Sec.Hyg.Bd. for Hyg. 50,190.00 60,190.00
Other Income Expected for Year 1922-25
Conations for Geral P^orposes 65,000.00 60,000,00
Annual Academic Scholarships 4j, 000. 00 13,000.00
Church Collections 750,00 700.00
Su'oscriDtions to Pastor's Sal'y 650.00 .:25.00
Huntington Lib. Llain enance Fd. 2, OOP. 00 113,400.0 2,000.00 106,325,00
Total carried to
Final Summary 3S9 ,319,29 403,219.29

SCHEDUL2 "B
page 5
Budget Budget Increase Decrease
Acaderiic & Ilomal School Expand .1921-22 1922-25
)
Statement
No. 1 ITormal School
" 2 Academy
3 Vihittier School
4 V/lnona School
5 Shellbanks School
6 Whittier Lunch
Total carried to
Final Simiiiiary
SCHEDULE "C"
House Economics school ExDend
.
17,225.00 17,225.00
80,814.00 68,434.00
10,715.00 11,810.00
2,ai0.00 2,o30.00
1,720.00 2,310.00
1,095.00
320.00
59 0.00
12,380.00
95,459.00^02,309.00 6,850.00
Statement
No. 7 Domestic i-rt
" 8 Domestic Science
Total carried to
Final Summari?"
5,905.00 7,605.00 1,700.00
13,015.00 15,915.00 3,900.00
13,920.00 23,520.00 4,500.00
SCHSDuLE "D"
Business School Expenditures
Statement
No. Business School
Total carried to
Final Summary
SCI-IEDlTLE "E"
Ap;ricultural School Expend.
1,530.008,741.00 10,071.00
8,741.00 10,271.00 1,530.00
Statement
No. 10 Ohellbanks Farm 5 ,115.00 8,445.00 530,00
n 11 Dairy 10 ,490.00 5,800.00 > 690.00
ti 12 ft Piggory 315.00 470.00 ••
n 13 n Household 10 ,400.00 7,900.00 •
n 14 Poultry 951.00 2,220.00 209 *.00
{ 15 Creamery 477.00 35.00 •16 "/^hipplo Farm 931.00 1,400.00 469.00
n 17 " Dairy 1 ,o60.00 830.00
tf 18 Horticulture 1 ,070.00 1,770.00 700.00
t? 19 Agricultural Admin.&Sd p ,255.00 42,525.00 270.00
Total carried to
^^inal Si]Tr!Tnar;>- 45
,
754 . 00 58,855.00 13, 101.00
155.!oo
2,500,.00
442 !oo
530,!oo
r V
3CK:^DULE
BudgetBudget
Trade School & Industries 3xtd.
"1921-22 1922-23
Statement
No. 20 Trade School 45,850,00 43,400.00
* 21 Nomal School Press 1,200.00 1,200.00
" 22 Laundry 2,500.00 1,040.00
" 23 Electrical Dept.
24 Industrial Swing R. 750.00 750.00
Total carried to
Final Surimiary 50,^00.00 47,290.00
page 4
Increase jecrease
2,450.00
560.00
3,010.00
SCI-I^DULE "G"
Religious Work Expenditures
Statement
No. 25 Religious Work 7,565.00 7,755.00 200.00
" 26 Clarke Hall Expenses 5, 775.00 2,990.00 : 78g.00
Total carried to
Final Si2inmar3r 11,340.00 10,755.00 : 535.00
SCHEDULE
Extension '-.ork Expenditures
No.
n
c
n
Statement
No. 27 Summer School
A» Acaderiic 11
E. D.R. cc Kitchen 10
C. Dormitories
__1_
Total Expend. 22
D. Credits
_15_
Net Expenditures 9
28 Extension ./ork 6
29 Preas Service 3
30 School Demonstration
--;1 Fair Exhibits
32 Nature Study LiV.rayy :
33 Hampton Leaflets 1,23-3.00
34 Agricultural Sxten. 4,580.00
,010.00
,550.00
,
05 J. 00
.10.00
000.00
jolO.OO
,530.00
,990. OCT
18,560.00
12,755.00
1,48 J. 00
30,795.00
17,000.00
13,795.00
6,430.00
4,250.00
1,250.00 1,150.00
1,270.00
4,lo0.00
Total Carried to
Final Sunmary
5,550.00
2,205.00
430.00
8,185.00
4,000.00
4, 185; 00
•
260.00
00
100,
100,
00
00
450.00
27,193.00 31,025.00 3,327.00
4
Budget Budget
Phys. 2: T.Iil. Jrain . Expenditures 1921-22 1922-3;5 Increase Decrease
Statement
No. 35 Ph sical & Mil .Gen. Exp. 7,130.00 9,250.00 2,070.00
* 3u Oor.imandant ' s Office 7,065.00 7,035.00 : 50
" 57 Brass Band 2,250.00 2,230.00 :
" 58 Reserve Off .Train .Corps 400. JO 600.00 200.00
^ Total carried to
Final Suimaary 16,925.00 19,165.00 2,240.00
00
SCHSDULE -J**
Library LiuseiEU & Lectures Sxp .
Statement
No. 39 Liorary Maintenance
" 40 " Books
* 41 T'useun Maintenance
" 42 '"usemri Add. To Collection
" 43 Ogden Hall Maintenance
" 44 Lectures & Entertainments
7,770.00
u30.00
2,710.00
50.00
3,315.00
600.00
8,570.00
630.00
2,060.00
50.00
3,715.00
500.00
600.00
650
100
00
00
Total carried to
Final Summary 15,575.00 15,425.00 : 150.00
SCHEDL^LS "K"
Boarding Departments Expenditures
Statement
No. 45 Teachers & Off .D.;^. & Kit,
" 46 " tt n Hooms
"47 Teacners* Home Credits
Total carried to
?inal Suramary
23,320.00 25,550.00
11,1-^5.00 10, 790.00
2,230.00
34,445.00" 36,340.00 1,395.00
26,000.00 5o,540.Q0 10,540.00
8,445.00
33d. 00
8,44o.00
Statement
No. 43 Students' D.R. & Kit.
49 " Dorm. (Girls)
" 50 " " (Boys)
(J
51 " B.D. Credits
Total carried to
Final Summary
81,600.00 85,000.00
16,300.00 17,450.00
21,125.00 21,097.00
119, 0D5. 00125, 547. 00
114 , 000 . 001 2 J , OOP . 00
5,025.00 3,547.00
3,400.00
1, 150.00
4,522^00
6, JOO.OO
00
1,478.00
Statement
No. 52 Holly Tree Irin
Total carried to
Final Summary
Wtatgj^eat ,
8ta^cd?fflF%9%inal SuLiriary
6 ,500.00 £,000.00
0,500.00 2,000.00
1; 888:88
: 4,500.00
: 4,d00.00
i: 888:88
<c
Pa/?;e o
SCHEDULE "L"
Students* HosDitals Sxpe.iditures
Statement
No. 54 Stud, Hospital (Bo^^s)
" 55 " " (Girls)
" 56 Dental Department
57 CT)ticalr
Total carried to
Final Summa-r^;-
Statement
iTo. 53 Virginia Hall P^imp House
Budget
1921-22
Budget
J. 13 tjtJ
3,405.00 3,o75.00
2,405.00 2,525.00
: 100.00
295.00 295.00
OjlOo.OO 6,295.00
Increase Decrease
170.00
100 ! 00
190.00
30.00
SCHI^DULE
General Operations Expenditures
Statement
No, 60 Store 500.00 500.00
tt 61 Commissary
n 62 I.Ieat House
n 65 Gold Storage
s 64 Steara Plant
n 65 Electric Light Plant
n 66 Ice Plant
n a? ^utoma":ic TelepjiOnss
n 68 Post Office 440 i 00 418! 00 : 22,
» 69 G-eneral Duty 2 ,8o3.00 2,853.00 :
n 70 Pianos 50.00 50.00 ;
n 71 Steam Goal
n 72 C-asoline
n 73 Row Boats 45 00 40 .* 00 : 5
,
.00
« 74 Keys 15.00 15.00 ;
n 75 Cottage Account 6 ,400.00 6.400,00
Total carried to
Final Sur.imar;/- 3 ,5£7.00 «,554.00 27.00
SCHSDHLS ^N"
General Maintenance ExDenditures
Statement
Ho. 76 Roads 8c Grounds 10,700.00 12,850.00 2,150:00
n 77 Department 536,00 586.00 :
m Guards 3,810.00 3,878.00 68.00
^ 79 Sewerage & Water Systems 1,200.00 1,255.00 65.00
" 80 Office Supt .Construction 2,445.00 2,452.00 7.00
** SI General iurniture : 500.00 500.00
" 82 Tennis Courts 75.00 155.00 80.00
" 83 Lliscellaneous Maintenance 75.00 75 .00 :
Total carried to
Final Sumriary 18,891.00 21,761.00 2,870.00

SCI-IEDULE **G"
Budgst Budget
Caiapai .g;n 3x13end i tur e
s
1921-22 1922-35 Increase Decrease
Statement
No. 34 campaign 26,010.00 , 410 . 00 : 600.00
Total carried to
Final Suianary 26,010.00 25,410.00 : 600.00
SCHEDULE "P"
Pub 1 i c i ty Bxpend i tur e
s
Statement
No. 85 School G-uests 1 ,280.00 1 ,610.00 330.00
n 86 Photograph Department 1 , J20.00 1 ,371.00 345.00
n 87 Exhibits 50.00 •
n 38 Anniv.Comijiencen* t •&:F.D
.
2 ,000.00 2 ,000.00 •
tt 89 Southern Worlonan 4 ,71o.00 5 ,210.00 495^00
n 90 School Literature i ,740.00 2 ,135.00 395.00
n 91 Bulletins 2 ,380.00 2 ,845.00 465.00
n 92 Publication Office 530.00 670.00 140.00
tt 93 Scholarship Bureau 1 ,015.00 1 ,150.00 155.00
n 94 I.-is3ellaneous Publicity 2 ,040.00 2 ,040.00 ••
tt 95 Advertising 300.00 300.00 ••
Total carried to
Final Summary 17,076.00 19,331.00 2,255.00
50 00
SCH3DULEJia"
Administrative Sx-oenditures
Statement
No. 96 Principal's Office 13,650.00 14,205.00 555.00
* 97 Yice-Principal's Of. 7, .385. 00 7,845.00 460.00
" 98 Treasurer's Office 21,905.00 22,870.00 365.00
99 Secretary's Office 4,287.00 4,277.00 : 10
100 Record Office (Negro ) 3, 9-10.00 4,400.00 460.00
101 " " (Indian) l,530i00 ; : 1,330
102 Miscellaneous Admin. 2,67 7 .00 2, 7£7.00 50.00
Total carried to
Final S^ji^ary 55,175.00 55,724.00 550.00
00
00
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SCHEDULE **H"
Budget Budget
Miscellaneous SxT^enditures 1921-22 1922-25 Increase Decrease
Statement
No, 103 Unclasoified Salaries &
^
Pensions 6,000.00 7.500.00 1.500.00
Total carried to
Final Sumiuary 6.0.0.00 7.500.00 1.500.00
SCHEDULE **S"
ApDortioned Accounts
Statement
No. 104 Repairs to Bui^-dings : : :
» 105 Electric Lights
(town -Dlant) : : :
» 105 V/ater " : : :
» 107 Insurance 700.00 800.00 100.00
Total carried to
Final Summary 700.00 800.00 100.00

No.l
NOH?:/JL SCHCOL
School Supplies
Repairs
Permanent Equipment
Heat, Light,Water & Insurance
Team and Traveling Expenses
^cellaneous Expenses
: Room
Postage, telephone & Telegraph
Student Labor
Outside Labor
salaries
Total Expenditure
Budget
1921-22
Budget
1922-25
450.00
500,00
1.003.00
850.00
100.00
100.00
300.00
25.00
300.00
•
15.600.00
17.225.00
Increase
450.00
500.00
1.000.00
850.00
100.00
100.00
300.00
25.00
300.00
•
•
13,600.00
17.225.j0
page 9
Decrease
No. 2
ACiiD5L!Y
School Supplies 1
iRepairs \
ipermanent Equipment 2
Heat, light,water, insurance 4
Team" and Traveling Expense
'Miscellaneous Expenses
Book Room
Postage, Telephone & Telegraph
IStudent Labor 1
Outside Labor
Salaries
Total Expenditure
.900.00
.510.00
.350.
,150.00
600.00
210.00
500.00
50.00
.100.00
68.444.00
80.814.00
No. 3
iHITTIER SCIICCL
School Supplies
Repairs
Permanent Equipment
1 1, Li ::ht,Water & Insu
-^an j: Jravelin^: Expens
Visiting H'orse
I^iscellaneous Expenses
ilan.uc.1 rrainin'3 c: Lon.S
Postage. Telephone ?z Te
Student Labor
0' iide Labor
Salaries
Total ExoenditTire
200.00
500.00
100.00
rancel.100.00
es 100.00
soioo
c.Sup. 75.00
legra-h 10.00
i£80.00
100.00
8,200.00
10,715.00
1.450.00
1.000.00
1.750.00
2.550.00
400.00
200.00
400.00
50.00
1.200.00
•
59.554.00
68.434.00
100.00
200.00
500.00
100.00
900.00
100.00
225.00 225 ',00
50.00
100.00 25 ',00
60.00 50.,00
325.00 45,,00
50.00
9 ,200.00 It 000.',00
11 ,810.00 1, 095,,00
450.00
510.00
600.00
1.600.00
100.00
10.00
100.00
9.110.00
12.380.00
200
50
00
00
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No. 4
WINOlNlA SCHOOL
School Supplies
Repairs
Permanent Equii^-ment
Heat, Liglit, :7ater & Ins-'orance
'^R^m & Traveling Expenses
cellaneous Expenses
Book Room
Postage, Telepnone k Telegraph
Studerxt Labor
Outside Labor
Salaries
Total Expenclit^jre
Less Credits
Net Ex^?enditure
SHELIBArnrS SCHOOL
School Supplies
Repairs
Fermanent Equipment
Heat, Liglit, Water Ez Insurance
Team & Traveling :.]xpenses
Miscellaneous Expenses
Student Labor
Outside Labor
Salaries
Total Expenditure
No.- 6
WHITTIER LL^TCH
Total Expenditure
Less Credits
Net Expenditure
Budget
1921-L2
50.00
10.00
100.00
25.00
25.00
Budget
1 o p p _ o •
50.00
10.00
100.00
25.00
25.00
Increase
2,400.00 2,320.00
2,610.00 3,050.00
400.00 50J.00
2,210.00 >o0.00
420.00
420.00
100.00
520.00
25.00
25.00
•
180.* 00
15.00
*
45! 00
25.00
25.00
280.00
15.00
45^00
100
1,450 . 00 1.9 20.00
1,720.00 2,bl0.00
490
o90
00
00
00
450.00
450.00
450,00
450.00
decrease
i
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they becone necessary, such as filling vacancies in the teach-
ing staff within the amount provided for in the budget.
^The component parts of a budget are the estimated or expect-
ed income or revenue, and the expense program to be adopted for
the approaching year. The income section is in chara;e of the
administration, i/sfiiich estimates the iacome frcoi endomnents,
gifts, student fees, dormitory rents and miscellaneous sources.
In order to find what the estimated income will be, detailed
statements or lists should be made containing the inventory of
endowment funds as at the close of the preceding year, to whieh
is added any new endowments received during the current year,
the income of which will be available during tlie coming year.
These lists or schedules should contain the name of the endow-
ment, the principal, and the annual income, ^ich should be ex-
tended to the department or school benefiting by it.
Closely associated with endowments are gifts, because both
are received from donors and neither can be definitely estiF.ated
except from annual pledges extending over a period of years. No
amount should be included in the estimate for gifts about which
there is no certainty of collection.
Student fees may differ materially in the frestiman group
from one year to another, due to the difference in numbers in the
entering class
. A ccnservative estimate would be the same number
as had entered the year previous. For the flexible budget, esti-
mates should be made for more ,for less than, and for the same as that
1. Arnett, Trevor: College and University Finance. Pages 68,
70, 75.
c
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of the previous year. The student fees for those other ttian
freshman are based on the number of students advancing, allow-
ing for the failure of a few to return. Other fees are labo-
ratory and incidental, which vary but little from year to year.
A schedule should be prepared of the rooms of the dormi-
tories and their rent lag prices. Estimates and actual figures
do not vary very much in dormitory rents unless there is a de-
cided decrease in the nuir.ber of students entering and returning.
Extraneous items of income nay be estimated vfcich would include
items like rental from property, sale of college farm products,
and sundry items. In figuring inccme on rentals, care must be
exercised to include the net amount received after all charges
have been made, such as repairs or maintenance or depreciation.
The estimating of expenses is done by the heads of depart-
ments, or if the college is on a school basis, by the deans or
directors of the various schools. The ideal school is one in
which the various directors regard the college as one whole, and
not made up of various parts with each director thinking his
college is the most important. Each director should be in harmony
with his fellow directors and attend to all details of his division.
The directors receive through the president information concern-
ing the resources of the institution and the demands and needs
of other educational departments, physical operations, improve-
ments and expansions. They give the president their view point
on teaching standards, which he uses in employing new teachers.
After the deans have submitted their budget estimates, they are
r
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usually pared down by the treasurer. His duty is to summarize
all the estimated expenses and income and to see that the former
is less than the latter. When any reduction is necessary, the
estimate of each department is lowered proportionately.
Two or three months before the budget is made, the cata-
logue is printed, at which time it is essential to include all
courses which are to be given during the coming year if there
is sufficient demand for them. This infomation is important,
because instructors are engaged long before the opening of
school. Occasions arise where classes are so large that extra
instructors are necessary. When this occurs, the business
officer should be notified and an application for additional
instructors filled. Tables should be prepared showing the
training and experience of all instructors at each range of
salary received. Comparisons with other colleges of similar
rank and size should be made and unit expense of instruction
should be noted.
Appropriations for books and equipment are usually allowed
unless they are beyond reason. Previous exro erience usually is
a good judge of what is essential. Included in this estimate
are amounts for library staff, for binding and for other mis-
cellaneous expenses. Scholarship awards are very seldom esti-
mated, as little is knoim about them beforehand.
4<
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The head of the physical plant operation submits his tenta-
tive schedule for the coming year wherein he gives the ph^rsical
condition of the plant with an estimate of repairs necessary
in order to maintain a fair rate of service. Past experience
is a good criterion in plant operation expenses. Clerical and
office expenses are under the office manager or chief accountant
Advertising costs include estimates of bulletin and outside ad-
vertising which are easily estimated.
General charges include estimated expenses of delegates
to conventions and the cost of commencement, of catalogues, of
reports of officers, snd general administrative charges.
^It is a poor policy to use all the resources to be received
because an occasion may arise where a department may need some-
thing urgently. Without any funds it can do nothing. Each de-
partment should have a small reserve and the institution as a
whole should also have a reserve for use in emergencies.
When appropriations are made, they are available for one
year; if not used up during that period liie balances lapse.
This is usually found to work out better than allowing unused
balances to accumulate year after year. An exception to this
rule is in the case of capital apDropriations, which are usu-
ally allowed to accumulate.
The budget itsns may or may not be entered on the books
of account. If not, they are contained in separate sheets of
1. Morey, Floyd: University and College Accounting. Page 22.
(J
I,
i
} I
memoranda from which comparisons with the actual items are
made. The better method is to include all budget items in
the regular accounts.
J
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VI
Sources and Receipt of Income
There are four main sources of income: the student I'Ody,
the State, gifts and endowment. Prom the student tody is deriv-
ed fees for instruction, latoratory, lilrrary, and nisceZ laneous
items. Tuition charges should Ye collected from all students in
advance Y7hen the school year "begins. Hampton Institute had never
chj'.rged any tuition fees up to the year 1930, at v.^hich time a
modest charge for tuition vb.s inaugurated. In recording the fees
received, an entry is made in the cash "book.
Dr. Cach ^37,000
Cr. Income from Student fees .^37,000
This entry is riade when the bud;:::et items are not entered on the
"books "but are kept as memorandum items. This is an ordinary en-
try for the receipt of cash. However, if the "budget items are
entered on the "books of account, the entry "based on the "'-udget
figures v;ould "be:
Dr. 'Estimated Income from Students Fees "^37,000
Cr. Income from Student Fees ^37,000
"JVhen cash is received:
Dr. Cash
-^37,000
'^r. '"stimated Income from Student Fees *37,000
Each college of the uni versi ty s hould have an account where all
tuition should "be credited.

o6
Visually ? collr;,;^e requires that stv'dentG* fees le paid at the
Veginning of the school year. If there are any deliquent student
accounts at the end of the period they should "he shov,^n as an a.s-
set with the credit to income, and a reserve should I'e set up to
teke care of the accounts that may never "be collected.
Dormitory rents are a source of income from the student "body
against \'7hich are applied the expenditures connected v/ith the dor-
mitories. Each dormitory should have a separate account where in-
come and expense are recorded; it is of utmost importance for the
administration to knov: that the buildings are ""ceing utilized to
their greatest possi'bili ties . Each dormitory should "be treated as
a separate unit.
In state institutions, such as the College of '7illiam and
Eary, all income is received Yy the state, which pays all the ex-
penditures of the institution after they have "been approved. The
detailed income records are kept "by the Commonwealth, whereas in
an endowed college all income and other records are usually kept
in the possession of tlie ij.ni versi ty . Host of the income of state
colleges IS derived from the state treasury, although some state
colleges have endowments. The College of v7illiara and Mary has
an endovnnent of "^350,000 from which a small portion of its income
is derived. In some states, direct tax levies are made for the
purpose of raising funds for tlie oi)eratioii of the college. SoLie
endowed, institutions recei vc cil in the form of land grrints froiii
the federal government or merely financial assistance "by the city
or st?tc.
1. Iroceedirgs of Conference of College and University Pinancial
Officers, August 19r!4, Chicago. Pages 1?^.?-127.

Gifts, unless they are received for endowment, may T-e used
for general current purposes or i^pecific purposes, according to
the terms of the gift. If restricted, they can only "be used for
specific expenditures, such as a scholarship or a professorship.
If general, the principal or the income or Toth may Ire used for
any desira'^-le purpose of the i nf^ti tuticn. Such income varies
from year to year, due to the uncertainty vliich is attached to
gifts. This year they may he plentiful, next year very scarce.
HTlien "budget figures are kept on memoranda, the entry made for
the receipt of a gift in cash to he used for current purposes is
?s follo\7s:
Dr. Cash (current)
Cr. Income
Otherwise, the entry would Te:
Dr. Cash (Current)
Cr. !!istimated income
Income received from endovfments may he either restricted
to a specific use or unrestricted and for the general use of
the college. The latter type of gifts and endov/ments is the
one preferred the college administrators, for it leaves
the disposition of the funds entirely in their hands, ^len
income is received-
Dr. Cash (current)
Cr. Income
Any u.na'jlied income from endov/ments ir. usually carried
forward -nd is used in Ister periods, although it is sometimes
i
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included in the Qenevvl ir;Cone. These balances are shown as de-
ferred credits to income and Tjhen they are used the inconie account
if? credited.
Income is also received from sales of products of depart-
ments, such as the agricultural and the hortic 'Itural departments
and the cafeteria. TThen sa.les are made, a sales slip should ac-
company the sale whether for cash or credit. These sales loooks
p.re numhered serially and each department is given a different
series. Clerks are also given certain numters so that each
sales slip may "''e trrced to the clerk who filled it. Each de-
partment's account is kept separate in order to determine at
the end of the fiscal period Vvhether a department is self-suppor-
ting or not.
The "^ooks of a.n institution are closed on the last day of
the fiscal period. This plan makes it possi'ble to reconcile
more easily cash in the "hank v;ith the cash in the cash "book
then would T-e the case if the cash Trook v/ere held open. If there
are any adjustments to "•-e made on account of errors that ha.ve ac-
cumulated during the year in the disposition of endowment in-
come, they should all "^e cdj'-".sted at the end of the fiscp.l peri-
od. Incom.e from endowments may "he received from a special in-
vestment of endowment funds cr it may he received and made avail-
able -^rom. 9. consolidated fund investment. The latter is safer
and m.ore conservative than the former, however, in m.ost colleges
hoth are used. In the distribution of the consolidated fund in-
come, each fund making up the income receives a fixed percentage.
For example, the income from a ^50,000 investment in the consoli-
dated fund v/ith an interest Incom.e rate of 5/^ would he $2,50C.
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per year. This method estimates in advance vhat the rate of in-
come for the approaching year is to Tre. Another method is to
give each part of the consolidated investment fund. its shr^re of
the actual income earned "y Vne fund. If the total consolidated
fun'5 n-ere *'l"'^,0?j r>nd the Smith I^ndoxmrnt fund of '"10,"'^0 v. ere
a part of this consolidated fund, the Smith Endo\7ment fund would
receive as income one- tenth of the net income of the total fund.
Special income accounts are closed to the particular accounts
for which they are intended.
Incore on scholarship funds is dis triVuted to thf t school
or department to v^hich the scholarship has Veen av/arded ty the
scholarship committee. Any Valance of this income is kept un-
til ths follo?7ing year, v'hen it atitomatically "becomes available
once more. Such Valances are listed on the >alance sheet as
Unapplied Income from Endowments. Gifts vhich are to Ve used
for defraying expenses are credited to the various expense ac-
counts. Those v/hich are used for the erection of huildings are
applied torard the Truildings if they have "been erected or are in
an 'infinished state.
Tri.ere the appropriations hsve all Veen used> the Vucl^et figu-
res vdll equal wha^t has Veen expended. Usually, however, the
amounts appropriated ^re either overdrav/n or underspent, the for-
mer condition Veing the most prevalent. In most schools, some
accounts are over and others are underdrav^n. These are usually
closed into plant capital or surplus.
There are various Vases for accounting for income of rhich
the most popular is the cash Vasis. When this is used, it is
preferaVle to have the income paya"ble at a time when needed. In
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other words, income from dividends or interest should "he avail-
able for use at the time when the funds are needed* The date of
receipt of the income should T-e such that the cash v:ill "he avail-
able and not merel; a potential asset. The cash method is simple,
conservcti ve
,
operated easily and q.iickly, and does not record
any income unless it is available and re3.dy for instant use* Kuw-
ever, in some institutions the cash method m?^y prove to "be inade-
quate. Where income i? received regulsrly '--nd periodically and
there are "b t few transactions, the cash method is "best. If there
are numerous transactions accompanied "by defaults and, perhaps,
embezzlem.ents, the cash method is not complete enough.
It has "been ssid that the system which ca.n "be most easily
audited is the "best. This is true of the accrual method in com-
parison vith the cash method. The former includes a complete re-
cord of all income due as well as paid. Kot only can the amounts
that have been received as income "be audited and accounted for,
"but also those amounts which should have "been received and are
to "be received in the near future.
Since most colleges operate at a less, it is important that
all income should "be included in the period v^hen the income ma-
tures. The o"bjection to an accrual system, where income is recor-
ded as it matures, is thrt the income is inflated and unavailable
a.lthoup;h giving the impression thnt it is avail'-ble for use. -^To
remedy this fault, +he "cash and accrual method," v/hich is a com-
vin-tion of "^oth methods, is used. This contains the advantages
of both and "ir-advantare of neither. It gives inforrrtion cor-
cerning income rt all times and also tells v/hat in-cane is avail-
a"^-le for use. The income ^iiich is not avril^ble in one period
ic carfied -^orvf-^rd to the next period or to the period in --hich
1. Mitchell, Percy: Accounting for Income in Eleenosynai'y In-
stitutions: jQ-urnal of Accountancy.
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it will be available.
This record is of considerable value and importance to the
board of trustees and the administrative officers, as the condi-
tion of the incoaie may be determined in a short time because one
account may and can include all the possible income, Tlie audi-
tor would also find considerably less worl: to do in the cash and
accrual system than in zhe cash method. In the latter, he would
find it necessary to determine all the accruals; in the former,
all the accruals wo-ild be on the records. The cash and accrual
method shows inca:ie when it matures, as an ac.-rual, and also sho
that it can n )t be distribu i:;ed until it is actually receivsd.
The system of accounts must include accruals as an essen-
tial eleraent which would be debited to inccme receivable. If
it is desirable that any of this income receivable account be re
versed, a vobe of the finance comciittee is necessary. The en-
tries for the accruals as the income matures is:
Dr. Incoiue receivable $2,500
Cr. Income Matured $2,500
The incane receivable account includes all income which is
past due, due, or is to be received in the near future. If any
income is not expected at all, due to the default of a corpora-
tion or other similar circumstances, a reversal entry is made fo:
the amount in default upon notice that such incaiie will never be
received. Upon the receipt of cash v/hich has already been re-
corded as a receivable in the above entry, the follov^ing entry
is made
:
i.".I
: i
'
I
i
''i
I
I
i
Dr. Cash "^1,500
Cr. InoDne receivable :*>1,500
The Va.larce of the account should te analyzed in order to
FhOTT the amount of current income tlirt in over-'-e, ^nd a.lso the
amount v.-hich it i^ expected v-ill not materialize. On the Val-
ance sheet, income receiva"'~le ic shown as an asset and any amount
not expected to 2 realized is either written off or shorm as a
continftent asset, ^len anj' income hps matured and has >een de-
faulted, the follov-ing entry is made:
Dr. Income Matured '^150
Cr. Income receivatle f!150
The amount of "^he income matured which has heen received is
closed to the special income '^ccount to v/hich it applies; for
example
:
Dr. Incom_e T^atured "^1,500
Cr. General incom.e ^1,500
The >al=^nce of the income matured which hF-s not Teen re-
ceived msy "-e classified as a deferred income, if it is current.
Where the income receivable is contingent, or in suspense, the
credit is usually a valu.ation reserve. An examination of the
income receivaTle thrt is in arrears may indicate that ^ood
judgment h?s not ''•-een used in the selection of the investments
"by the finance committee. It is good to include this item for
internal purposes, to >e made ure of hy the treasurer, the presi
dent, the aud'tor, and the finance Committee.
Th*^ cash is usually received ty the "birsar or cachier and
includes the income items previously mentioned as well as non-
income producing items, such as serurity sales. All persons
\
handling cash should >e "bonded, on the general principle that al-
though all people are supposed to "be honest, it is "best to keep
them so and keep them away from temptation. All receipts should
"be deposited daily: if the organization is large, there should
"be a good systei:; of internal check. Petty cash is Vest handled
on the imprest system ""-^ecause it is a "better method for checking
p-,;rposes. The crshier or Vursar should make a daily ca.sh "balance
report for each of the "banks ^here money is deposited and also
for the total amount of cash. Cash is an all important element
in a university and it should be carefully kept and guarded.
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VII
Classification of Expenditures
There are tv.'o main divisions of expenditures: one for capi
tal and the other for operating expenses. Capital expenditures
are dis"bursements v/hich result in oTrtaining benefits of a more
or less permanent nature, as land, "building equipment, 5.nd ciachi
rery, and should >e charged to asset accounts. The funds Vvhich
are used in the purchase of land or "buildings are usually re-
ceived a? gifts for i^uilding purposes. Such an expend! tu."e of
funds is termed a capital expense, as it causes an incr3a38 in a,
ra'^.l p.ccount.
Opern.ting expen^^es are t'loie expenses inc^rre^. in t'l". oper-
ation of the colle ~e or 'diversity. They are divided into five
groups: e-'^-Ucr; tional , administrative, ph:'8ical plrnt, cii.jnp&ig-n
(for the raising of funds), and general. These accounts are
usually c'esignrted ""ry nu^Verr in order to ff.cilitate the "hook-
keeping vork. 'The "hasif? of numbering the accounts may Te the
numerical or the Dev.'ey decimal sy?:tem. Educational expenses in-
clude sal'^ri^r of the irstructional staff, includin- "both the
actual cr-'-- received and allowances for dorndtory rents, laundry
snr' similar charges. They also consist of "books, pu"l:li cations,
e Q^ui priG rt, la"'-ora tor^/ apparatus and supplies, and miscellaneous
expenses. Practically all schools have auxiliary departments
v'hich, although not strictly educational, are, nevertheless, im-
ports nt and essential to loth faculty and students.
1. Tho"pson, ^'^illiam: Accounting Systems. rap;e l^r
$1
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Such deprrtnents include the dorini torios
, dining hrlls, - • >ook-
Rtcres. Accounts ritheach of these are kept separate to : ee
whether or not they aro self-supporting, as they are supposed to
>e.
Administrative expense Includes the cost of the PdminiBtra-
tive offices, as for example, the salary of the president, the
treasurer, the secretary, the registrar and the expenses of their
respective offices. In this last group are the salaries of the
clerics, stenographers and general office help as well as the ex-
pense?^ 0^ post-p-G, stp tiopr-^ry, ^rd ^-ertising. The operation
and maintenrnce of the physical plant entails all those expendi-
tures ^'^hose purpose is to maintain the general appearance of the
collere grounds and > 'ildi'-'gs and make +hpr satisfy the needs of
the college. Included in this group are the expenses for main-
tenance, heating and lighting of tl.e grounds and "b .wildings, super-
intendence, janitors, engineers, firemen, repairs, mnterials,
supplies, rater, insurance, telephone, coal, gas, electricity end
miscellaneous items.
7or the purports of raising funds for nev: "buildings, endow-
ment and other purposes, there in the campaign department. Its
expenditures consist of salaries, travelling expenses, printing
and entertainment. General expenses are those consisting of
joint school expenses, as catalogues, officers* reports, com-
mencement^ exercsises and joint advertising.
The hett method of handling insurance is to arrange the
policies so th- 1 an equal amount expires yearly. If this is
done, the expense for i^^surance each year will he approximate-
ly the same, unless additions to the plant are huilt or addition-
al insurance on the old plant is deemed acvisahle. When insur-

ance is set up as accrued inccme and prepj.id expense, one riair.
purpose is to determine the true profit or loss for the period.
As this is of secondary importance and the accrued income is not
available for any use other than insurance, it is best not to
set up a deferred insurance account. Insurance for auxiliary
departraents , such as the dorraitories and dining halls, should
be set up as prepaid items, for it is essential that the profit
or loss of each building be determined.
The primary move for the expenditure or disbursement of
cash is the estimating of appropriations in the annual budget
figures which are submitted "oy the heads of t.ie various depart-
ments. The budget figures are passed upon by the trustees; this
is usually the final step as regards maximum expenditures. A
department he^.d desiring to purchase eo_uipment fills out a pur-
chase requisition v/hich is approved by the dean and the treas'orer
respectively, if it ac jords with the general policy, the type of
expendit'ore and the available appropriation for the expenditui-e
.
If it is approved, the purchasing agent issues an order for the
type of equipment desired. "^All purchases should be maoe through
a centrallized p'orchasing department; tiiis is the most effidient
method of economic.1 purchasing and good management.
In recording the entry for budget appropriation in the vouch-
er register, the appropriation ledger is charged with the amount
of the ap-ropriation and vouchers payable is credited. Any pay-
ments or disbursements of endowment income which are not subject
to appropriations should be charged to the proper account in the
general ledger together with a charge to appropriation led£-er
which is, in reality, a general ledger account supported by an
1. !.!orey, Lloyd: University and College Accounting. Page 59.
I
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analysis ledger. The latter shows the total appropriations of
every "budget item, a nd as expenditures are mde or requisitions
made for expenditures the "balance or deficit of the appropriation
can "be seen at a glance. This analysis is the "basis of the quar-
terly or monthly report to the administrative officers and is a
guide to them in approving expendit^es*
The expense accounts are closed at the end of the fiscal
period to the dep?rtments or schools for whose "benefit they h£.ve
"been expended. T^ius the school or departmental acounb s v/ill
have closed to them the expenses as debits and the "budget items
as credits. The "balance of the account will "be closed to sup-
plus as previously explained.
J
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VIII
The ^ooks of Account
The modern accounting system is "based upon the dou"ble en-
try method which makes the use of the journal and ledger an ab-
solute IB cessity. A good system should "be "bailt around the tran-
sactions of an institution which are first recorded in some form
of journal, making the construction of journal records very im-
portant. The grouping of similar transactions neccesitates the
-designing of special journals in "^hich columns are used to sum-
marize itemG of like nature that occur frequently and are pos-
ted ir total to the general ledger.
In a system of college accounting records, the divisions of
the journal are the cash receipts and dis"bursements lookp, the
voucher register and the general journal. The cash receipts
Vooks record chrorolo^ically all receipts of cash; as for exam-
ple, from sources of income, the sale of securi '..ies, gifts, "hor-
rowings, accounts receivaTrle, sale of products and miscellaneous
items. The furction of this record is very simile r to thrt of a
sales Took in a husiness concern, except in one respect: in the
former ca^h is debited? vrhile in the other, accounts receivable
pre debited. There may be more then one cash receiT'ts book in
8 college* the main Took recording certain items in total, and
subsidiary records recording them in detail. Payments received
fror; students are "^est entered in detail in a subsidiary cr.sh
'ook, as are also receipts from subscriptions and pledges to en-
dowment and other p 'rposes. -^t cm readily " e seen tliat where
much detail is necessary for a certain type of receipt? it is a

good policy to record the tot?l in the main c?.sh "book and the de-
tailr- in s'litg'*'!? pu>sidi^ry records.
The cash receipts >ook at Hamptor: Institute Tregins v.it2'x
columns for the date, nrme, and particulars. This is followed
Vy a receipt numVer col'ir-n in v.^hich i'- placed the numT'^r of the
receipt slip wiiich aclcnowledges the f ct that a certain siaourt
of cash h?s "'-een received. These slips are nade in duplicate,
tiie original "Veing driven tdthe donor of the cash and duplic te
held "^y the cashier ps part of hi? record for internal purposes.
Tlie next, or total column records all the cash received which is
deposited iv the v-^'rious "Varks. To the right of - •^^-'—1 column
?re spaces for the recording of the sources of receipts where the
various recounts are credited. The departmental credits are lis-
ted in tht- personal ledq-er column; students* credits are lis ted
in total in the students* ledger column: all money received ly
Ham.ptcn Institute for safe keeping is placed i n t lie deposi tr col-
urn; and the nominal ledger column includes items such as cash
sales and oth^r sundry receipts* The last group of columns is
listed under private ledger, these conta-in divisions fo.- su'^dries,
?5chol.r:rships and general donations.
At the clone of the m.onth, all the columns are footed rnd
posted, mth tiie exceptior of the s mdry columns; h:^re the ac-
counts pre posted indi vic"ually . Casji is debited for tlx total
amount in the total column and tie other columns are credit, d to
their partic-l?r accoimts.
There are_ tv;o rccorc's for cash di sYur sene nts , one in which
rUs'^ursements are madeby c-ieck, vhich is the main record, and the
oth-r in vrhich disbursements are ra-^de in currency which operates
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sinilrr to an imprest petty ca.sli sycterv The firct thre^i col-
umns in the cash disbursements ook are for the date, name and
particulars; these are followed 1-y the voucher check num'^er and
^he chec.: nuxf er. As each invoice ic^ received end approved Ty
the department receiving the goods ?nd the purchasing department,
it is stamped with an ordinary ruT-"' cr stamp which records "vou-
cher numlrer," "department, " and "account num.'^-er." It thus is
changed from ar. ordinary invoice into e voucher which is numiVered
ir numerical order. The next column records th6 numter of the
Chech issued; this is followed Try tte am.ount disVursed Vy the
check. The total of this column ecjuals the amount expended "by
the institution, and r epresents a credit to the cash acco_.nt in
the ledger. All the colurms to the right of the total column
are the distrihutior column.
The illustrated currency hook takes care of all dic^T-urre-
ments of cash that art, made in currency. The first column con-
tains the total amount of receipts for the day and period.
This i? followed "by the n.-me, amount in writing, snd total pay-
ments columns. The total ocolumn represents th'^ total amount
dishursed in currency. This is followed "by columns for the dis-
trihution of the charges for which cash has "been credited. The
nominal ledger takies care of interdepartmenta.1 charges and any
wages paid in currency. These wages are usually paid v.eekly
or semi-m:onthly to the help in the laundry, trade school, and
similar departments. All monthly salaries are paid "by check.
The private ledger really represents a general ledger contain-
ing the general and controlling accourt-^ the university. In
the accounts payable column are entered those items that l^r.ve
If
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been paid in currency on accou-its due. These accounts re-
present nearbjr creditors wiio call in person for the money
due them for current purchases. Tlie student ledger column
contains the amoimt paid to students in currency. The
personal ledger records the payment in currency for depart-
mental charges. The person who receives the currency must
sign his name in the last column, thus recording his signa-
ture and denoting taat actual payment has been made to him.
The voucher register shows the details of all purchases
a :d expenses that have been made and eliminates a trade
accounts payable ledger. The first column in the illustrated
voucher register is tne name of the concern from whom pur-
chases are made; this is follOT/ed by the particulars. The
date paid and check number columns include the date when a
bill or invoice is paid and the number of the check by which
it is paid, ^hese two columns tend to eliminate a trade ac-
counts payable ledger. At the end of the fiscal period, anj
open items in the date paid column are unpaid accounts payable
and these may be easily analyzed from the voucher register. The
policy of Hampton Institute is to pay all bills in full and to
take advantage of all possible discounts; therefore
1, Thompson, Williai?. : Accounting Systems. Page 74.
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the discount column which usually appears in the cash "book is
in the voucher register where all discounts are taken. The
voucher number column contains the number of the voucher for
which cash has been paid and a check issued. The total column
contains the total amount of the invoice less the discount.
All the columns to the right of the total are to record the dis-
tribution of the purchases to the various departments; if they
are incurred for general operations, they are distributed to
their respective columns under general operations. The sum
of the total and the discount columns should equal the sum
totals of all the distribution colvmins. At the end of the
month the voucher register is totaled and posted.
The details of the purchases made by the various depart-
ments are recorded on columnar paper as is illustrated. There
is a column for the date of the purchase, the reference to the
particular purchase, and the amount. This is followed by fif-
teen distribution columns which are numbered, each number re-
ferring to a particular kind of expense.
The payroll register is used because of the fact that there
are about two hundred and fifty people employed at Hampton In-
stitute. Regular salary checks are prepared and issued monthly.
These are numbered and entered on the pa^o'oll register in order
to distribute them to their respective accounts. This register
is totaled, journalized, end posted each month to the credit of
the payroll account, which is debited from the cash disburse-
ments book.
('I
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The general journal is the ordinary standard ruled journal
containing the date, account, folio, and the debit and credit
money columns. Here are found the opening entries, adjustment
entries, special entries of ir.frequent transactions, gifts other
than in cash, corrections, transfers, and closing entries.
In small institutions it is possible to have one bookkeeper
and to keep all the accounts in one ledger; however, Yftien in in-
stitution is large enough to necessitate a division of labor to
care for its records, one ledger would be too bulky and incon-
venient. For this reason there is a general ledger consisting
of general and controlling accounts, each controlling account
having a subsidiary ledger analyzing it in detail. The general
ledger at Hampton is called the "private" ledger and the ruling
is that of a standard ledger. In addition to the general or
"private" ledger, there are subsidiary ledgers for the property
or plant account, equipment, securities, trusts, endowment,
special funds deposit, endowment income, scholarship fund income,
and students^ accounts.
The students* accounts at Hampton Institute, the College of
William and Mary and Mannasses Industrial School are all kept in
subsidiary ledgers, although the number of students in both Hampton
Institute and the College of William and Mary warrants ledger cards,
which are more convenient and flexible.
Other accounts in the general ledger include cash, accounts
receivable, notes receivable, inventories, loans receivable, and
other current assets, deferred charges to expense, endowment and
I
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trust funds, mortgages payable, losns payable, current liabil-
ities, including items such as accounts payable, deposit ac-
counts and students' accounts, plant ca^pital and deferred credits
to income. There are also the income and ezpense accounts in the
general ledger. These include an account for each school or
department, accounts for income on endownent and scholarship
funds, accounts for each auxiliary property such as dormitories,
and miscellaneous income and expense accounts.
Some institutions favor loose-leaf records and others pre-
fer bound books. Both can be ujsed by any college; as a matter
of fact, practically all colleges use both. Books of permanent
record should be bound, whereas those for temporary or current
purposes should be loose-leaf.
The following pages contain the journals and ledgers which
are used at the Manasses Industrial School, Use of these was
begun during the winter of 192 C. An excerpt of part of the re-
port sent in to the school authorities is as follows:
From a study of the transactions at the Manasses Industrial
School it appears that they naturally are divided into purchases,
cash receipts, cash disbursements, sundry sales, and sundry ad-
justments. Further analysis discloses that purchases consist of
three kinds: merchandise, labor, and expenses which are a part
of various department charges.
i(
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Based upon these facts, the books have "been arranged so
that each group of transactions may be entered in separate re-
cords. The following records and forms make up the system:
1. Books of Original Entry
(a) Cash Books—for receipts and disbursements.
(b) Toucher Register— for purchase of goods and expense
(c) General Journal
2. Books of Account
(a) G-eneral Ledger
(b) Accounts Payable Ledger (optional)
(c) Students Ledger—including
(d) Deposit Ledger
3. Forms
( a ) Toucher s
(b) Production reports
(c) Sales Slips
(d) Salary Book
(e) Pay Roll Book
CASH RECEIPTS BOOK
This book is designed for the recording of all cash re-
ceived by the school.
DATE COLUMN. Here is placed the year, month and day of
every transaction that concerns the receipt of cash.
NAi',!E COLU'IN. The name of the person, concern or account
from which cash is received is placed in this column.
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RECEIPT NUMBER. Whenever any amount of cash is received,
a receipt should be issued acknowledging the fact that cash has
been received from a person.
TOTAL RECEIPTS. The entire amount of cash received is enter-
ed in this coluim. The total is posted as a debit to the general
ledger cash account at the end of the week or month, or whenever
postings are made.
STUDENTS DEPOSITS. The Student Deposit cards will be cards
of a distinct color, which can easily be recognized. In this
column is entered any cash received from students for the pur-
pose of safe keeping. For example, Mr. A arrives in Manassas
and wishes to leave for safekeeping with the treasurer a sum of
money. Any such sum is entered in the students* deposits account
or column. The total of this column is posted as a credit to the
students deposit account.
The individual items are credited to the students* deposit
cards. These cards are carried separately from the regular
students* ledger accounts as they represent funds held for safe-
keeping.
STUC'MTS' LEDGER. Here is entered the amount received from
students for the payment of tuition, board and the like. The
total of this column is credited to the control account in the
general ledger. The individual itons are credited to the in-
dividual student accounts in the student ledger.
CASH SALES. Here are recorded all sales made for cash.
These sales are credited individually to that department which
makes the sale.
Ii t'.
c
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FOLIO. These columns are used for posting purposes.
When postings are made to the various ledgers, the number of
the ledger page is put in this colunin.
GENERAL DONATIONS. This column contains all the general
donations that have been received. The individual items are
credited to the general donations account.
GENERAL LEDGER. In this column are collected all those
extraneous items which are credited to general ledger accounts
but which do not come under any special heading in this journal.
DEPOSITS. All cash receipts should be daily deposited.
The total of the deposits should be entered here.
TOTAL CHECKS. The total of the daily disbursements by
check are daily entered here.
BALANCE. This column contains the balance of the cash as
per the cash book.
CASH DISBURSEt/IENTS
This book is a record of all cash going out for any purpose.
The columns are to be used according to the following directions:
DATE. This column should contain month and day of the yesT
on which the payment is made.
NAME. This contains the name of the expense or of the person
for whom the cash is expended.
PARTICULARS. This should contain any details which would
make the entry more easily understood.
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VOUCHER NUMBER. This column should contain the number of
the voucher for which the amount is paid. All payments should
be vouched before paying them.
CHECX NUTvIBSR . This should contain the number of the check
with which the voucher is paid.
TOTAL. As a cash payment is often distributed over a num-
ber of expenses at a time, the total column is put in so as to
make it possible to have in one column the total of the dis-
tribution. Post the total of this column to the credit side
of the cash account in the General Ledger.
VOUCHSRS PAYABLE. This column contains the total amount
which is to be debited to the Vouchers Payable account in 12ie
General Ledger. This shows payments to our creditors.
GENERAL LEDGER. This column includes three subsidiary
headings; Folio, Account, and Amount. Polio is to show to ^at
page in the general ledger the entry is posted. Account is to
show to what account "Gie amount is debited. Amount shows what
amount goes to this particular account. It is posted only to
individual accounts and not in total.
DEPOSIT LEDGER. This also contains three subsidiary head-
ings; Folio, Account, and Amount. Folio shows to what page in
the General Ledger the anount is posted. Account shows the in-
dividual account that is affected. Amount shows to what extent
the account is affected. This is posted to the individual ac-
counts in the card ledger, and to the control account in the
General Ledger
.

EXPLANATION OF THE VOUCHER REGISTER
The Voucher Register is a book of original entry which
has many features of the Purchase Journal; in an institution
it is used in preference to the Purchase Journal. When the
Voucher Register is used, the Accounts Payable ledger or the
Accounts Payable ledger cards are eliminated. The Voucher
Register does the work of the Purchase Journal and the Ac-
counts Payable ledger or the Accounts Payable ledger cards.
To use the Voucher Register to best advantage it is necessary
to pay a bill or an account payable in total.
DATE. Place in this column the month and day in which the
entry is made.
NA?.1E OF ACCOUNT TO BE CREDITED. Place the name of the
person or concern to be credited here.
PARTICULARS. Place in this column an explanation of the
purchase or expense.
PAID. Under this coliamn heading there are two other
columns: Date and Check Number. Under Date, place the date
that the bill is paid; under Check Number, put the number of
the check issued for the payment of the voucher.
VOUCHER NUIvIBSR. Place in this column the number of the
voucher that is made out frcm the bill that is received.
TOTAL. This column is a credit to the general ledger
in total. The sum of the Total Column equals the sum of the
totals of all the other columns or accounts.
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NOTS: The Accounts, Boardin/^, Acadcm,
,
Domestic . cience,
Dairy, Ap,riculture , Maintenance Plant, remanent Improvement,
AdTninistrntion , o-nccial Expend itiTr en , t^^nC. n-cncral ledger are
posted to the debits of tlw lcd:?;er accoiuitf?.
BOABDIIXj. TMg includes all ernenditiires an boarding; as,
for example, money e^-ocnded for food,
ACAD17!T« Pla'^e in this column all exTJcnt^es incurreu on
the acade:r.y,
rO'^^TIC nCTmc^. nere are 'ncluded all er.riemes ir!cu?^red
on "DomeGtic ocionce,
Dairy# Debit tMs column for any expenses for Dairy, and
credit the Tot*^! Col'.TTTrn as you T7oul«'i for T^oarr^inf^ Academy or
Domestic Science,
AGBICULTTTE. Place in this column all ex^npes incurred
on the farm or in a{7>riculture,
llAHTTFHANCT^ PL.VIT. This is e revenue exT>env^e account, Tt
is an account for the e:rnenses incurred on the u-n-keep of build-
inr'.s; such as, reiieirs, painting and the li;:e. This column Is
debited and the Total Column iv credited.
P Tfds is a capital expense account.
This account is "cbited for expenses incurred in erecting new
buildin s, a church or tb e li'ce.
AD?/INISTRATION. T>iis is debited for all exi^ense incurred
in the office, including* stationery, office c:xT«nser f>nd the
T)rosicient or rsrinciT^al^s salary.
n
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SPECIAL EXPENDITURES. This account or column is debited
for any unusual expense, such as expenses caused t>y buying fire
equipment or some similar expense that is different from tbe
regular expenses of the school.
GENERAL LEDGER. This colui'^n is used for all other accounts
that would not come under the other debit columns. The corre-
sponding credit is the Total Column.
The total of the Credit Colimin equals the sum of the total
of the ten debit columns. The tot'Fl of each debit coliann is
posted to the corresponding debit column in the general ledger.
The totals or total of the credit coluun is posted as a credit
to the Total Vouchers Payable Column and in the General ledger.
Under the General Ledger Account are Eolio, name of account to
be debited and the amount.
Debit the account to be debited with the name of the ac-
count that is kept in the general ledger. Place under folio
the number of the ledger page where the account is located.
Place the amoiint to be debited in the Amount Column.
voucmp.
The voucher is made at the time the goods purchased are
actually received. The goods are checked and recorded in the
voucher
.
The department head approves the voucher if the goods are
in accordance with the voucher.
Each voucher should be numbered and should contain the
number of the check which is issued in payment of the voucher.
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FUNCTION OF GI-3^ERAL JOURNAL
GENERAL FUITCTION. This is a columnar general journal
which contains opening and closing entries as v;ell as adjust-
ing and closing entries that are made at the end of the fiscal
period, or any other entry that may occur tlat is not entered
in any of the other books of original entry^
GENERAL LEDGER COLUim, This account Ms both a debit and
a credit column in this journal. Those entries that can not be
entered in any of the three columns on the credit side are enter-
ed in this colijann, and any entry that does not go in any of the
two other columns on the debit side, is entered in this column.
These entries are not posted in totals but are posted individ-
ually to their various ledger accounts. In other words, these
two General Ledger Columns are "catch all" columns.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. This column i s to taKe care of all ac-
counts payable entries ttjat are entered in the General Journal
.
These accounts are all accounts payable entries. If there is
no Accounts Payable Ledger, post each transaction in your Ac-
counts Payable Account in the General Ledger. If an Accounts
Payable Ledger is used, the postings are made individually to
the Accounts Payable Ledger accounts, and totalled to the
Accounts Payable Control A.ccount in the General Ledger. These
entries are debits in both cases.
STUDMTS* LEDGER. These accounts are both on the debit and
credit sides of the general journal. Any entries pertaining to
the affairs of students are entered in these columns. Postings
are miade first individually as debits or credits, according to
<
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which side the entry is made. They ai-e posted to the Students^
Ledger.
BOARDING. This account is on the credit side of the
General Journal. Entries pertaining to any phase of Boarding
that cannot "be made in any other book are entered in this column
of the General Ledger. In posting the entries of this column,
add them and post the total to the Board-Account in the General
Ledger. These postings are made as credits.
ACADEl'IC. This account is on the credit side of the Gen-
eral Journal. Any entry that cannot be entered in any other
book, and pertains to any Academic interest, is entered in this
column. Postings are not made separately to the ledger, but the
total is posted to the Academic account in ttie General Ledger as
a credit.
THE STUDMTS* LEDGIE
This may either be in book fom or card form. It will be
much easier to manage if it is carried in card form.
The debit side contains the total and the distribution of
the total of all that the individual student owes the school.
The credit side ccn tains the total charges and of viiat
they consist.
The debit balance of this account shows the amount that the
student owes the school.
SALES SLIP
This is a form of sales slip which is made in duplicate.
(I
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These slips are in book form. Each slip and each hook are
numbered.
The farm or agriculture department, the poultry division,
the hog division, and the dairy department each receive a set
of these slips.
Any amount of goods sold for cash must be accompanied b3''
a slip.
Inter-department transactions are also accompanied by
such slips. Each department issuing the slip is credited with
the amounts per week or month. Each department receiving the
slip is charged with the total of the slips.
FUNCTIONS OF SALARY BOOK
This book is used as a statistical reference for general
information concerning Salaries of the School. The book is
divided into two divisions: yearly salaries, and monthly
distribution.
YEARLY SALARIES DIVISION. In this division of the book
the total amount of salary any worker or teacher in any depart-
ment of the school is to receive is entered opposite his or her
name, and in the proper department column.
MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION DIVISION. In this division of the
Salary Book are entered, opposite the names of workers and
teachers, the salaries as they receive them ducing the school
year. At the end of the school year the totals of the various
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monthly salaries of any particular person should equal the
yearly Salary amount in the Yearly Salary Division.
In recording salaries, the amount recorded for those
workers who receive the use of a house including heat and
light should be the amount of actual cash plus the value of
the use of their house.
PAY ROLL SHEET
This sheet is for the purpose of recording the amount of
wages earned by students in the Various departments.
PURPOSE OF THE PRCDUCTION CIL'JJTS
This is used for the purpose of recording all the milk
and farm products produced every day of the year. The total
production of milk and produce for the year, less any spoilage,
should equal the amount of milk and produce sold or used.
This report is for the purpose of keeping a check to find
out whether all the milk and produce are accounted for.
Each month the sales of milk should be reconciled with the
porudction; this should also be done with the farm products.
FUNCTIONS OF THE GMERAL LEDGER ACCOTOITS.
CASK in the General Ledger is debited with the totals of all
Cash Receipts and also cash items from the General Journal,
It is credited in the General Ledger with the total of all
Cash Payments or with All Cash Disbursements, as our book is
called. The balance of the Cash Account is the amount of cash
deposited in the bank and on hand.
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PETTY CASK is debited with a cash amount necessary to
handle incidental items. This is taken from the Cash Account.
It is credited with the total of all vouchers of small
items paid in cash.
The "balance is amount still on hand to be used. Note:
Petty Cash should be replenished when it has been reduced to
120.00.
SPECIAL CASH FUND ACCOUNT is debited with the amount set
aside for a special purpose.
This account is credited when the Fund is used or trans-
ferred to another account.
SNDOV^CENT FUND—CASH is debited with the amounts received,
and with all interest received on this Fund.
This Account is credited with amounts spent, and for invest-
ments for income.
The balance is the amount left on hand to be used.
INSUPANCE PREPAID is debited when insurance is paid in
advance
.
This Account is credited at the end of the fiscal period
with the amount that has been used.
The balance is the amount yet to be used.
SNLC^/nVIENT FUND INVESTED is debited with the amount of
endowment invested for income or otherwise.
This Account is credited when the investment is sold,
transferred, or disposed of in some other way.
BUILDINGS ACCOUIMT is debited for buildings erected or
donated at Cost price.
(
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This Account is credited when the building is lost by fire,
sold, transferred for sane other asset or disposed of in some
other ws'.y. Note: As the institution is not run for profit, no
depreciation charges are entered on the books.
LAMD is debited when it is bou^t, at cost price. When re-
ceived by donation, it is recorded at cost or at market price,
at whichever is the loY/er price.
Credit land v^en it is sold or disposed of.
The balance of this account represents the true value of
land owned.
EQUrPMEWT is debited when any equipment is received for
any department.
This account is credited when equipment is destroyed, sold,
or is obsolete.
LEGACY FUKD INVESTED is debited when this account is set
up from the Legacy Fund Account, Cash is taken from the latter
and invested.
This account is credited when the securities are sold,
transferred or disposed of.
JENNIE DEAN ^IBiTORIAL FUNIi INVESTED is debited for the amount
invested in securities from the Jennie Dean Memorial Fund Account.
This account is credited when the investments are sold or
transferred for some other assets.
The balance of this account is the sum still invested.
c
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RATHERINE W. SEWALL SCHOLARSHIP FUKD—CASE is debited for
the amount that has been donated.
This account is credited for the amount paid out for
scholarships.
The balance of this account represents the money avail-
able for scholarships.
GENIEAL DOITATIQirS ACCOUirT is credited when donations are
made. The balance of this account is the amount of donations
not used.
STUDETT LEDGZR ACCOmiT is credited for the amount paid in
by students, and debited for the various fees and charges owed
by them. The totals are taken from the Student Ledger and also
from the General Journal. The debit balance represents the
amount ov?ed the school by the students.
ACADEI^IY ACCOLTtJT is debited for all ezpenses incurred by
running this department. This account is credited with all in-
comes, such as tuition.
THE ADMINISTRA.TION ACCOUM' is debited wilii all expenses of
the office and with other ezpenses, such as the salaries of the
president of the institution and the bookkeeper. The balance of
this account is closed into the Profit and Loss Account.
IIAINTENANCS PLA^^^T ACCOniT is debited for all expenses de-
rived from keeping the buildings and equipment in good condition.
This account is credited when it is closed into the surplus ac-
count at the end of the fiscal period.
Ic
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BOARDING ACCOUNT is debited with all expenses that go to
keep this department running. It is credited with cash received
on account of boarding. The balance represents profit or loss
for the d epartme nt
.
AGRICULTURE ACCOUT^T is debited with all farm expenses. This
account is credited for all incomes derived from sales of farm
products. The balance represents the profit or loss on the farm.
GARDEN" is debited with all expenses caused in keeping the
garden. This account is credited for all incomes derived from
the sale of garden products. The balance of this account repre-
sents the profit or loss on the garden.
DOI'ISSTIC SCIENCE is debited with all the expenses incurring
in the operation of this department. These expenses include the
cost of supplies. This department or account is credited for all
incomes. The balance of this account represents the profit or
loss on this particular department.
STATIONERY is debited for all purchases of stationery. This
account can be also called a Trading Account. This Account is
credited for all sales of stationery. As the stationery is sold
at a profit, you must determine the profit on the sale of station-
ery. Sales less Cost of Sales, which is made up of inventory at
the beginning plus purchases minus inventory at the end, eruals
the profit on stationery.
INCa/2] ON INTESTJvdENTS is credited for all inccme on invest-
ments, such as interest on bonds and stocks, etc.
This account is debited when the account is closed into
4
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profit or loss accoimt or ^en it is closed into the special
account where it belongs.
INT321EST AI\T} DISCOmT is debited for interest on notes pay-
able, discount whicti the bank charges the school for discounting
notes, and other miscellaneous expense items.
n-TTEREST ACCRUED ON NOTES PAYABLE is credited for the amount
of interest owed and not yet paid. This account is debited when
the interest is paid.
INTEREST ACCRLISD ON NOTES RECEIVABLE is debited for all
interest due us but not yet paid. This account is an adjustment
entry and is made when the books are being closed. This account
is credited wher; the interest is paid.
ACCOmiTS RECEIVABLE are debited for claims that can be
collected^ This account is credited when the account is paid or
is worthless. The totals may came from the Cash Books or General
Journal
.
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP ELW) is credited when money is received
for this purpose. The corresponding debit is cash. The balance
represents the sum to be used for scholarships.
CHARLES N. RUl-TT ESTATE FUND is the corresponding credit to
the cash debit of the Runt Endowment.
Special Accounts from the Runt Fund are credited whem they
are set up. This account is debited with the consent of the
Board for money used.
MDOWIvIENT FU1\TD INVESTED is credited when the sale of endow-
ment securities is made on account. The balance of this account
represents the securities not sold.
ti
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LEGACY FDUD is the credit for the corresponding debit to
Legacy when a legacy is given to the school.
JEN^:IE DEM m'lORIAL FUIID is the credit to the correspond-
ing debit to the Eund invested. The balance represents the
amount of the Eund not invested.
SPECIAL SCHOLARSEIP EUITD is derived from the Katherine ¥.
Sewall Scholarship Eund Invested. This account is credited when
the Katherine W. Sewall Eund Invested is debited.
PRIZE EIMD is derived from the National Light and Power
Stock, This account is credited for the dividends i^feich are de-
rived from this stock. This account is debited for the payment
of prizes. The balance of this account is the amount left to
purchase prizes.
CATHERETE W. SEV/ALl. ESTATE FUND is a credit that is derived
from the Katherine W. Sewall Estate.
Voucher Payable is credited in the General Ledger for the
total amount of Voucher Payable in the Voucher Register. This
account is also credited for the total of Voucher Payable in the
General Journal. It is debited for the total amount of Voucher
Payable in the Cash Disbursement Book. The balance of this ac-
count represents the amount of Voucher Payable not paid.
NOTES PAYABLE ACCOimT is credited for the amount of the
Notes given to others. This account is debited for the payment
of Notes given to other people. The balance of this account
represents the amount of money owed to other people in Notes.
I
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CAPITAL is credited with opposite of Assets at the begin-
ning of operations. At the end of the fiscal period, enter into
this account the balance of the Profit and Loss Account.
KATHERINE W. SEWALL SCHOLARSHIP FmD mVESTED is debited
for the amount invested out of the Katherine W, Sewall Scholar-
ship Fund. This account is credited for the portion of this ac-
count that is sold or disposed of in sane other way. The bal-
ance of this account represents the amount still invested.
SPECIAL SCH0L.5iRSHIP ETMD INVESTED is derived frcm the
Katherine W. Sewall Fund Invested and is debited with interest
income received from the above investment. This account is
credited for money spent for schols rships. The balance of this
account represents funds available for scholarships.
PRIZE FUND CASH is derived from National Light and Power
Stock. This account is debited for the amount of income received
from this stock. This account is credited for the amount of money
spent out of this fund for prizes.
SPECIAL AGRICULTURE ACCOUNT is debited with all of the ex-
penses of the farm, including those for chickens and hogs. This
account is credited with all sales derived from farm products.
The credit balance represents the profit made from the farm.
T. C. WALKER ACCOUNT is debited with all charges to Mr.
Walker. This account is credited for any payments made by LIr.
Walker. The debit b-.lance of this account represents the money
he owes the school. The credit balance of this account repre-
sents the money that the school owes Mr. Walker.
i
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ENDOWTvIMT FUND is credited to show endowaent funds given
to the school,
T. C. WALICT PERSONAL LOAIT is credited to show the school's
indebitness to Mr, Walker. This account is debited for payment
by the school to Mr. Walker in full or on installments. A credit
balance represents the amount still owed by the school to Mr.
Walker on personal loans.
1'
I
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IX
REPORTS
Financial reports of colleges and universities are of
great importance for three reasons; namely, they provide cur-
rent information to the administrative officers at a time when
it is most needed, they give to the trustees valuable inform-
ation which guides -uheir fut'ore plans, and they inform those
who are interested in the college, as well as the general public
of its financial position. The first reason applies to a re-
port used for internal purposes within the organization. This
type includes reports of department heads, reports of the deans,
and administrative reports. These give the condition of the
appropriations of the various funds and show how much expected
income has been realized at the time of their writing.
Reports to the State are usually made on forms provided by
the State. The College of William and Mary periodically files
reports to the State of Virginia regarding its various expendi-
tures and the inconie received from the student body. Hampton In
stitute, up to the year 1926, had to send reports to the State,
not because it was a state institution, but because it was re-
ceiving financial aid from the State of Virginia, Since 1927
Hampton has received no funds from that source; therefore, re-
ports to the State have not been required.
Reports to the trustees should include frequent financial
reports giving the relationship between the actual expenses and
t
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the "budget items, and the amoimts of their variation. They
should also give the status of all uninvested endomaent cash
and the condition of all the endoment and special funds, as
well as the financial condition of the university as a whole.
One of the most important reports is the treasurer's
report, which is presented to 1iie puhlic, the alumni, and others.
Since a large proportion of a university's funds comes from
these sources, the importance of informing the general public
of the financial condition of the institution can readily be
seen. Some controversy?' concerning the advisability of publish-
ing reports for examination by the general public can be seen
from the following extract from a letter writen by Shirley Smith,
Secretary of the University of Michigan, to the Education Finance
Inquiry Commission:
"It has seemed to me that such compilations as the Third
Biennial Report, however interesting they may be to university
presidents and administrators, and however valuable, nevertheless,
have within them the elements of great danger when scattered
broad-cast among the public to be picked up and used by whoever
so desired, including the ubiquitous demagogue.
"People who defend the principle of putting up to a popular
vote every public measure, no matter how intricate, are fond of
quoting Lincoln's saying: 'You can't fool all the people all
the tire.' They overlook the fact that Lincoln said in the same
breath: 'You can fool some of the people all of the time and all
of the people some of the time.' This is just what the demaf;ogue
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does, and it would seem to me that the data included in this
report would furnish such men with a wonderful amount of am-
munition.
"What good results of an actual, direct, practical nature
are derived, as shown by experience, from the tabulations?"
The reply was in "oart as follows:
"A full and frank presentation of the facts is the best
way to handle the demagogue. We have him with us as you have
him in Michigan. He is a type cast from a standard pattern.
His vagaries are not original with him; he seizes upon the most
common irritation in the public mind and hollers' long and
loudly. We give him a simple and honest statement of facts.
His explanation may not be the same as ours, but the frankness
of our attitude has disarmed him and we also have a chance to
explain our own figures."
The annual statements prepared by the treasurer include
the introduction, the balance sheet, the statement of income and
expense, and their supporting schedules. It may also include a
list of donors who have made contributions to the institution
during the year in the form of money or material donations.
The introduction includes a resume of results of the school
year just passed, which stresses the important items of special
interest. These include the result of the year's operation, the
increase of endowment or gifts and any changes that are to be
made or have been made.
Ill
Manassas I-"-d\ic trial School ^or Colored YouttL
Balance olieet as at Llay SI, 1929
ASSETS
Investment of Sndowient and
Scholarsliip ^Funds:
Casli on Deposit 290.15
Casii loaned - G-eneral 1C,1G1.98
Cash held T. C. Wallver 1,188.10
Securities 16,751.75
Jennie Dean Memorial Tund 577 «84
Total 28,769.82
Educational Plant:
Land 5,710.—
Buildings and Field Equipment
(Depreciated value) 41,284.25
Movable equipment 25 , 210 . 95
Total 70,205.21
Current Assets and Deferred Charges:
Cash in Bank aad on Hand 1,058.55
Cash held by T. C. Walker 1,188.10
Student Debit Balances 748.80-
Unexpired Insurance. 1,107.95
Total 4,175.40
Total Assets 1C5 , 14'' .45

LIABILITIES
Funds
:
Endo-rarent and Scholarship 28,391.93
Jennie Dean Memorial 377 .84
Total Funds 23,769.82
l-eneral Ga :ital
Balance at Beginning of year 64,115.42
Ezcess Expenses over Income 14,336.25
Balance at end of 3^ear 49,780.19
Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Student Credit Balances
Interest Accrued
Loans
Total
Total Liabilities
4,549.87
8,413.20
166.83
118.44
11,350.08
24,598.42
5103,148.43
i
:.la::as5as i'TD'^?CTj.flL ^crooT. fcp ooLOPjrD youth
CFEFAH;::- SIAIE^ITo . }!05 THE T^AH-: KXZD I.AY 31, 19^-9 and
71 TE dG' JAFISOlTS
Incone
1 ooo
May 31. Increase
1923
Donetion? $ S,90S.U6 510,552.16 $3,Sil3.70
Ir.corie fr? . Investec Funds 1,08^.01 1,0 ? 3.7^4-
Inco-ne -V' Strtionery Seles 13.^'7 f^.^U
IncoTie fro.ii Dollsr Ca-irpaign 151.00
-l-^-- 111.90
^ g,lg7.l' 11. ^7?-.
Boc,rc-ing Bepartnient:
Board oi" Students $ g,7^:- .i: •10.^?5.^3
Acadeinic Departren t
:
r:.itio- $ 2,205.01 $ 1,235.50 $ 269.51
J'ees 170.00 172.50
Lhisic, etc. 176.~o 307. 30
A^Ticultural Departnient (Far.-: & (Jarden)
Produce fumisjied household, etc.
?t -larket prices | 251.07 $ 1,^57.02
Cash Sales 21^.76 2.30 282.26
Total IncQ".^.e for Year .^?0.b20.9^ $2o, 239.59
Expenditures
Boarding Depart-pent:
Salaries
Provisions & Suuulies
Sundries
St^jcent Labo r
'Tired Labor
I tl.er S'J.r)ulies
$ 2,124.25
5.327.35
S76.67
J4O.90
$ 2,Ul5.00
6,103.30
3.30
1,355.5^
101.
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Acrdeuic Department:-
Salaries
Supplies
Hep? irs
St^j.dent Labor
Trsvelin^:
Hired Lsccr
$ 3'. 36s. 81
$ 6, 22s. 50
191.^9
203.00
10.00
$ 6,igs.oo
lllS.21
6.50
201.00
2 . 00
^.50
i+3.6g
2.00
1^.00
i
mmSSAS IKDUSTHIAL SCHOOL FOR COLOIgrD YOUTH
OPERA.TING STlTEivTEM'S FOR THE YEARS ERDED Iv'LAY 31, 1929 and 1928
WITH GOI.IPARISONS
May 31, May 31, Increase
Expenditures 1929 1928
Agricultural Department:
Salaries $ 325.00 —.— $ 325.00
Supplies 17.50 31.44
Repairs 47.09 47.09
Student Labor 249.80 376.30
Fertilizer 219.25
Feed 286.49 448.54 57.20
Seed 114.66 179.77
Stock 33.00 48.15
Hired Labor 161.35 117.52 43.83
11,454.14 $1,201.72 252.42
Maintenance
:
Salaries $1,320.00 $1,040.00 3 280.00
Supplies 1,324.13 908.48 415,65
Sundries — .— 35.16
Repairs 1,383.44 369.83 1,013.65
Student Labor 699.27 937.41
Heat & Light 2,587.58 2,857.00
Hauling 11.73
Hired Labor 565.00 19.00 546.00
Depreciation 2,080.90 2,080.90 — .—
"^9,960.32 .;;;8.259.51 .jl,700.81
Domestic Science:
Salaries # 839.00 1 850.00
Supplies 64.48
Repairs 25.00 25.00
$ 864.00 $ 914.48
Administrative & General Expense:
Salaries |5,645.00 #3,687.50 $1,957.50
Supplies 313.30 380.31
Sundries 8.84 106.04
Repairs 22.90 32.10
'
—
i UU U.w J-L \J f L/WX 48 00 48 00
Auditing 250.00 250.00
Traveling 383.11 291.77 91.34
Insiirance 420.78 311.30 109.48
Interest 585.46 183.31 402.15
Uncollectible Accounts 10.75
$7,676.49 $5,301.08 .41
Total Expenditures #34,957.22 ,732,201.13 |2, 375.41
Excess Expenditure over
Income for Year $14,336.23 |5,962.24
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The "balance sheet sets forth in summary form the financial
condition of the university as of a particular date. The asset
section is divided in three parts: the endomnent, the plant and
equipment, and the current assets. Each of these divisions
should be offset "by a credit on the liability side of the bal-
ance sheet; the endowments represented by cash and securities
should be balanced by an equal amount of permanent endowent
funds, the plant and equipment should have as its contra item
plant capital, and the current assets should be counter -balance-
ed by the current liabilities. Supporting schedules should
follow the balance sheet, and the relation of each schedule to
the balance sheet item it supports should clearly be indicated
by letters.
The statement of income and expenditures should contain
the various sources of income and the' expenditures , as made by
each school and its auxiliary departments. These should be
supported by schedules Virherever necessary. This should be
followed by a statement containing the list of gifts and their
donors.
The following is the annual report of the treasurer of
Hampton Institute for the year ending June 30, 1929:
1c
Hampton, Virginia, Novenber 1, 1929
TO THE TRUST'^ES OF
THE HiUiPTON NOmiilL AGRICULTURAL IITSTITUTE
GENTLmiEN:
Herewith is su-omitted the report of the Treasurer for the fis-
cal year ending June 50, 1929.
The total expenditure for current expenses for the year vras
$613, 925 •SS which was an increase of .)2,727.49 over the year before
The income for current exp:nses for year v/as $601,371.35 or an in-
crease of 035,837.76 over the income of the year before. It should
be noted that the income from general and special donations and
annual scholarships amounts this yearto $103,307.43, an increase of
$13,119.22 over that of last year.
Notwithstanding the increase from invested funds and donations
there was still a deficiency of income for current expenses this
year of 312,554.18, which, however, is encouraging when compared
with a deficiency of $45,714.45 of last year.
The total budget figure as originally approved by your Board
was $502,671.00 to which was added during the year $12,457.00, mak-
ing the total budget as finally approved $605,128.00.
Therefore I am pleased to report that the total expenditure
was $1,202.47 less than the total budget figure for the year*
Although the cost of Productive Agriculture under Curren.t Ex-
penses was $4,796.53 less than it was the year before, there is
sbill a very considerable problem to work out in connection v/ith
these departments.
The boarding departments present, as they have for many years,
a difficult problem in business management. Taken as a whole they
under spent the budget allov/ance by $1,978.24; nevertheless v.e
should not lose sight of the fact that the cost to the school was
r
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$18,391,76 more than v/as paid for board*
There was spent for Permanent Improvements $111,349.87, for
which there was provided out of general and special funds $96, 729. 35,
leaving a deficiency under Permanent Improvements of $14,620.02.
This, added to the deficiency of income for current expenses makes
a total deficiency of ^p27,174.20.
Coleman du Pont ^aii is well under way, although it will prob-
ably be another year before it is entirely completed. The work ne-
cessarily goes slowly, because of the fact that v;e areusing the boys
of the Trade School to carry it on. The standard of workmanship,
however, has been passed upon by other builders and critics, all of
whom say that the building will be a worthy addition to our physical
eq.uipment •
It v/ill be noted that under the funds for Permanent Improvenent
on hand as of June 30, 1929, there is an item of |245, 025.40 for the
Library addition, the balance of the $250,000 appropriated for this
important improvement, the work on which was btgun a little before
the end of the financial year. V/nen the building is completed it
will not only give additional space for the Library itself, but will
provide quarters for the Library School which, up to this tirae, has
been occu^j'-ing temporary rooms in one of the girl*s dormitories.
The Endovnaent Fund has been increased during the year by gifts
and legacies to the amount of ;?52,299.42, together with interest on
certain funds of ;^46,670.22, and gain in sale of Katharine House
securities, $19,964.00, bringing tlie total Endowment Fund and Pension
Reserve Foundation at the close of the fiscal year to $7,037,247.95.
i
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Your attention is called to the gift of H, Dorkins, one of
our Hampton graduates, now located in Idaho, who began sending C'20«00
a month in November 1924, and has continued his gift every rionth until
it has now reached a total of ;j;l,820,00. His intention is to give
a complete peraanent scholarship of ;^;2, 500,00.
Tile General Investment Fund has increased during the year by
gifts of unrestricted legacies of $174,095.62, and on account of the
adjustment of book values and gain in sale of securities, $343,991.o9,
making a total increase of $518,037.31, out of v/hich your Board has
appropriated §393,791.71, including the $250,000.00 for the Hunting-
ton Memorial Library addition above mentioned, leaving a net increase
of 3124,295.60, and bringing the total of the f^jnd as of ^une 50, 1929,
to §2,147,61092. The total of the Sndov/ment and General Investment
Funds as of June 30, 1929, was $9,184,958.87 (not including $1,008,
480,57 Eastmen Fund held in trust for Hampton).
In the next fiscal year a modest charge for tuition will be
inaugurated for the first time in the history of Hampton Institute*
It is expected that receipts from the students will approximate
§37, 000*00.
The accounts of the Treasurer have been audited by Messrs. Pang-
born and Pangborn, certified public accountants of New York City,
and their certificate follows.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK K. R0G':]RS
Treasurer
r* «
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HON. WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT
PRSSIDEITT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
HM5PT0N I-IOmiiiL I^ND AGRICULTURiYL INSTITUTE
HAIiPTON, VIRGINIA
Sir :-
We have audited the books of account and related records
of the Hampton Normal and iigricultural Institute, for the fis-
cal 3-ear ended June 30, 1929, and find the income and expendi-
tures correctly recorded therein.
We have verified all assets, except the physical existence
of the inventoried equipment and supplies, and we hold the cer-
tificates of the ^nited States Trust Gompanj?- of Nev/ York, Spen-
cer Trask and Company, New York City, and of the Security Trust
Company of Rochester, New York, as to the securities of the En-
dowment and other Funds; and
We hereby CERTIFY that the follov/ing Balance Sheet and re-
lated statements, in our opinion, represent the true financial
condition of the Institute at June 30, 1929,
Yours very truly,
(Signed) PANGBORN & PjU^GBORN
Certified Public Accountants
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Hanpton Institute
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1929
^ndoTffiient , G-eneral Investment,
and Setirei'-e- •': "'mds
Securities ^:9 , 001 , CC7 . IC
Cash 44,454.20
Collateral Loans 134,259.72
Interest accrued on Securities 26.83
Loaned to Institute from General
Investment Tujid 27,735,95
Reserve "^und 60,000.
—
Securities purcliased from Qcoov^e
Eastman and lieId by Security'
Trust Go. of Rochester in Ms be-
half until pa^rriisnt is commuted
therefor " 1.008,430.57 10,275,564.52
Plant and -equipment
Land, Buildings and Hixed
Hquipment 2,167,64^.-^"
Movable eq_uipr:ient 554,150.52
Total Plant and Equipment 2,521,779.18
Collateral Loans 265,740.23 2,787,519.45
Current Assets and Deferred Char^^es
Cash 15,362.58
ccounts Receiva'^ le-general 22,004.87
.ccounts Receive.>'j-e-emvl03rees 10,812.05.
Jx-student §ebit balances 537.59
ITotes Receivable 754.12
Tnventories-!^aterials and Supplies 105,215.82
TJnexpired insurance 20,271-.--
Special Campaign expenditures 1,472.67
Loan - Dixie Hospital 12,500.-- 191,955.70
Total Assets IL. , , C17 . 33
14
LIABILITIES
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Endowents
EndoT-TTients 6,370,597.95
Endowments subject
to annuities 1S6, 750.
—
6,537,547.95
G-eneral Investment Reserve
Unrestricted Legacies 2,147,610.92
^'ension Reserve Eoundation 500,000.
—
Retirei^.ent Reserve 83,125.08
Eastman E\md, carried as a liabil-
itv until annual payments therefor
are completed affecting tlie item
opposite 1.003.430.57 10,276,564.52
Pla^-t Capital
Invested in Plant and Equi-onent 2,521,779.18
Balance of gifts and appropri-
ations for permanent im-orovement 265 , 740 . 2C 2,737,519.46
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable 22,432.75
Deposit accounts 11,836.72
Studen t s ^ accoim t g 9,585.53
Ex-students credit balances 1,875.14
Loan from general Eund 27,735.95
Summ.er Scliool 17,588.17
lifts for s~oecial -Durposes 19 . ^56 . 74
Total 112. CGI. --
Worl^ing Capital 79.^^72.70 ICl, 935.70
Total Liabilities 13,256.017.68
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IlTCatffl Mm EXPEI^roiTUEE ACCOUNT
Year ending June 30, 1929
INCOIIE
From endoTJTment and general investment funds $466,584,27
General donations • 5^55,605.16
Special donations 25.00
-Innual scholarship donations.... 47,677.27
Church collections and sub-
scriptions to Chaplain*
s
salary l,G61.oO
Carnegie Corporation appro-
priation for maintenance
of Lihrar:/ School 10,000.00
Total as per Donors' List 114,968.73
Students* Fees
Registration fees 10,496.00
Summer School registration
fees 6,807.50
Special tuition fees 450.00 17,753.50
Appropriated from Builders*
Course reserve 272.17
Appropriated by Elizabeth City
County for maintenance of
Y/hittier School 1,440.00
Interest on bank balances 352,68
Total income on account of current of expenses 601,371.35
Deficiency of income for current expenses 12,554.18
Deficiency of funds for permanent improvements 14,620.02
Carried forward $628,545.55
(i
Ill
BTC0I.1E AHD EXPErDITUHE AGCOmiT
Year ending Jime 30, 1929
ESPEM)ITURSS
The College
including expenses and salaries of
Dean*s Office, School of Education,
Whittier School, Library School,
Home Economics School, Practice
Home, Business School, Agricultural
School, Builders* Course, School of
Music, Physical Education Department $219, 835 ,92
The Academy
including expenses and salaries of
Academy and Winona School 53,745.94
Trade School 49,917.77
Productive Industries
including expenses and salaries of
Laundry, and Electrical Department 7,960.37
Productive Agricultrue
including expenses and salaries of
the Farms, Creanery, Horticulture, etc 51,851.60
Religious T/ork
including missionary and general
salaries and expenses of I.Iemorial
Church and Clarke Hall 12,112.70
Extension Work
including missionary'' and general
extension v/ork, conferences and
Press service..... 12,321.36
Hilitary Training and Discipline
including expenses and salaries of the
Commandant's Office, Brass Band, gen-
eral discipline, and supervision of the
boys' quarters 11.905.70
Carried forward $399,052.36
• • • a
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INCOI£E AND EXPEI©ITURS ACCOUI'TT
Year ending June 30, 1929
22PS1©ITUHES
Brought forward §399,052.35
Colli s P, Huntington Llemorial Library 24,515.72
Museum, Ogden Hall, lectures and entertainments,
including salaries and expenses 7,490.48
Office of Dean of Women
including expenses and salaries of the
Office of the Dean of Women and the
Matrons in the hoarding departments
and dormitories 17,983.32
Boarding Departments
Teachers and Officers $ 2,503.02
Students 12,560.39
Holly Tree Inn 3,041.30
Summer School 197.05 18,391.76
Students* Hospitals
including expenses and salaries of
King*s Chapel Hospital for Boys, the
Girls' Hospital, and the Dental
and Optical offices, deducting
amount paid in hospital fees by
students... 5,117.10
Maintenance of Plant
Upkeep of roads and
grounds §10,708.99
Guards, fire department,
T/ater systeri, etc 6.355.95 17,042.95
Campaign
expenses of soliciting funds
and prcsnoting interest in
the Negro race and its de-
velopment throughout the
country
—
Financial Campaign.... 9,705.25
Information Campaign
.
18 , 59 1 . 59 28,096.84
Campaign Publicity...... 22,721.22
Carried forward $540,411.75

11.3
DTCOIdJ] .JJID E2PEKDITURE ACCOUITT
Year ending June 30, 1929
Brougiit forward • .$528, 545.55
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IITCOMS Aim EZPENDITXmE ACCOST
Year ending June 30, 1929
EXPEITDITURES
Brought forv;ard $540,411.75
Administrative Expenses
including expenses and
salaries of the office of
the Principal, Yice Prin-
cipal, Secretary, and Re-
cords Office of the Treaaur-
er (handling transactions $38,928.38
betv/een departments as v/ell
as other sales and products
of manufacture in the aggre-
gate sum of §854,906.16) 26,185.03 65,113.41
General Furniture and Equipment. • 587.36
Appropriated to Current Pension Fund 4,927.83
Employers* Liability Insurance.. 685.23
General Operations 9.070.64
620,796.22
LESS
Net credits in Cottage Accounts....
Total net expenditure on account of
current expenses .«••.
6,870.69
_613,925.53
Expenditure on account of permanent Improvemonts
in excess of funds provided for such purposes (see
Permanent Improvements Account) 14,620.02
^628,545.55
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SCHEDULE D TEE COLLEGE
Office of the Dean
School of
Education,
ittier School. .
.
Summer School
Library School . • •
•
School of Home
Economics
Practice House,..,
School of Business
School of
Agriculture
Builders* Course,,
School of Music...
Physical Education
General Courses,.,
o 5 813-33 V 147 -.08 •i?
31 ,321,50 667.48 3,306.97 35,295,95
11 ,699,73 401.53 2,347.31 14,449,07
74-0-75 678 - 2 720-01
Q
»7 48 no ( \j Zf m 'jrx 11 01 6 -24
1 0^0-28 259 ,81 1 300.09
15 ,798,50 598,04 2,039.13 18,489.67
11 ,559,95 517,63 2,522,49 14,600.07
5 ,800,00 166,40 5,386,07 9,352,47
7 ,111,68 120.41 1,192,46 6,424,55
7 ,714.59 844 . 10 3,458,25 12,016.92
26 ,490,83 767,57 2,913,52 30.171,97
0181 ,358,35 ^5 ,775.63 •2,102,94 §219,236.92
SCHEDULE E—THE ACADEtvIY
Academy
Winona School
$43,858.27 $1,019.96 $4,793,77 1^)49,677.00
3,651,65 45,00 572.29 4,068,94
§47,509.92 51,064.96 1^5,171.06 .,-'53, 745 .94
SCHEDULE F—HELIGICUS WOKK
Salaries of Chaplain and assistants - $ 6,074.13
Heating and li ^ht ing church o.o...., 1, 341. 03
:.:iscellaneoiis e:q)enses of church and associated work.,., 1,809,96
Expenses of Clarke Hall (Y, M, C, A, and Y, W. C. A.),..
Salary account ^,1,270.52
Janitor* s V/ages , 292,90
Ez-oensss and supT^lies 1,324,56 2,837 ,53
^12,112.70
SCHEDULE G—E:CTENSI0N 7^0RK
Press Service,, «,., $ 3,667.28
Hampton Leaflets " 361,16
.agricultural Extension 4,135,18
Ministers' s Conference 1,982,21
General Extension
including salaries and expenses of school officers
and teachers lecturing and assisting in various
communities ,, 2,175.53
$12,321.36
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SCHEDULE H—MILITARY TRAINING AND DISICIPLIITE
Cornnandant * s Office
Salaries of Commandant and
I assistants $7,439.26
Student labor 929.52
Office expenses and supplies.. 317.42 $ 9, 186 .20
Brass Band
Salary- of leader and instructor. 1,460.00
Instruraents repaired and renewed 964.94
ExDenses and suDnlies 294.56 2,719 .50
$11,905.70
SCHEDULE I—G0LLI3 P. HUl^TTINGTON MMORIAL LIBPJJ?Y
Salaries of Librarian and assistants $14,959.01
Student labor 757.31
Heat and light 1,291.16
Papers, periodicals, and bindings 1,614.58
Expenses and supplies 2,257.50
Books TDurchased 655. 66
$24,515.72
SCHEDULE J—IvIUSEm:, OGDET^^ Hii.LL, AIH) LECTURES
Lluseun
Salary of Curator $1,445.97
Heat and lijiit 495.75
Expenses and supplies o65-.80 $2,507.50
Ogden Hall
Salary of Ji.nitor 1,300.00
Heat and light 2,635.97
Expenses and supplies 511.20 4,447.17
Lectures and Entertainments 755.31
$7,490.48
SCHEDULE K—OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF W0I.3N
Salary of the Dean of 7/omen $ 3,000.00
Salaries of assistants and matrons 14,554.28
Expenses and supplies Y 429 .04$17,933.52
<| ==—
SCHEDULE L—STUDMnTTS* HOSPITALS
Salaries of doctors and nurses $5,864.20
Supplies and expenses
'
4,187.41 $10,051.61
Less amount paid by students for medical fees 4,95--:.5j.
$ 5,117.10
1
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SCHEDULE M—GSITLRAL PUBLICITY
"Southern Workman"—net cost 6,176.63
School Literature 1,196.10
Bulletins
7 Principalis and Treasurer *s annual reports
catalogues etc 3,875.79
Copies of ''Southern Ihorkman" distributed among donors... S,0£0.00
Public -tion Office expenses 1,015.93
Photographs and moving-picture films 69E,81
Scholarship Bureau expenses 1,764.68
Miscellaneous publicity exoense 911.94
^317,653.93
Entertainment of guest and expenses of Anniversary,
Gonmencement , and Fomider^s Day • 5,067.39
$22,721.22

1^1
SCHEDULE I
EMDOli'^tlElNfT FUIID
Year ending J^one 50, 1929
Amount of Funds, June 30, 1923 >i^6 ,986 ,275 .82
]Less, Amount of appropriations
from the Du Pont Fund to apply-
on account of cost of erection
of Du Pont Hall 57,962.51 $6,918,314.31
Receipts during year ending June 30, 1929
Estate of Mary M. Atf/ater
(add»l) 1,057.73
Gift of Lirs. Phillip Chase "In
memory of I.Iiss Mary T. Cockroft. 10,000.00
Gift of John B. Peirce for the
"Cornelia H. V. Cockroft Memo-
rial Scholarship" 2,500.00
Gift of W. H. Dorkins for the
W. H. Dorkins Scholarship (add'l) 240.00
Estate of Abby M. Field 9.04
Estate of Henrietta K. Hawes
for the "Arthur F. Hawes Scholar-
ship^: 750.00
Gift of Prof. Byron D. Hurlhurt
for the "James V/oolson Kurlhurt
memorial Fund" 2,500.00
Estate of John A. I.IcKin 11,852.25
Gift of Francis G. Peabody for
the "James S. Gregg Fund" 1,000.00
Gift of James D. Phillips tovrard
the "Stephen C. PhilliDS Scholar-
ship" (add»l) \ 500.00
Gift of Lliss Anna W. Richards
toward the "Josephine E. Richards
Book Fund" (add'l) 20.00
Estate of I.Iary E.Stearns for the
"George L. Stearns Memorial Fund
(add»l) 201.99
Sundry gifts through the Hampton-
Tuskegee Endov.T:iient Fund Committee
General gifts ...
.;il9 ,258.40
Yale-Frissell
Memorial Sch 2,500.00
^3 21,758.40 52,399.42
Interest on the James Woolson Hurlburt
Memorial Fund 25.00
Interest accumulated on the T. Cole-
man Du Pont Fund (Aug. 1, 1925 to
June 30, 1929) 46.545.22 46,670.22
Gain on sale of Katharine House
Fund securities • 19 ,96-1-. 00
$7,057,^47.95

SCHEDULE I (COIfrniUSD)
The Balance on June 30, 1929 ($7, 037, 347.95) is represented
in the following named accounts:
—
General Endomaent Fund .|5,365,795.95
Pension Reserve Foundation • 500,000.00
Colli s P. Huntington Memorial Librar;>^
F'ond 100,000.00
Andrew Memorial Endowment Fund 50,000.00
Carl Schurz Endowment Fund 15,000.00
Hollis 3. Frissell Memorial Fund 1,250.00
Llorris K. Jseup 25,000.00
Russell Sage Fund 25,000.00
Bishop lucYikar Fund 11,220.00
Library Endowment Fund 1,200.00
• Ogden Auditorium Endovonent Fund, 25,000.00
Katharine House Endov/ment Fund 45,430.00
Phelps-Stokes Fund 2,000.00
Josephine E. Richards Book Fund 720.00
George L Stearns ^^^emorial Fund 25,062.31
Anna P. Rogers Fund 15,000.00
V/illiam Butler Beneficiary Fund 2,24o.00
Col. T. Coleman du Pont Fund 208,662.71
Fannie Ogden Ide Memorial Fund.. 11,000.00
James S. Gregg Prize Fund 1,000.00
Permanent Scholarship Fund 441,990.98
Sundry Funds subject to annuities.... 166,750.00
$7.037,347.95
I
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SCHEDULE II
GEISIERAL Il'TVUS'BISI'rr FUND
Year ending June 30, 1929
Amount of Fund, June 30, 1928 $2, 023, 315*32
Receipts during year ending June 30, 1929
Estate of Elizabeth Howard Bartol. $ 30,000.00
*» " Herbert S, Carter 1,000.00
* " Kary Frances Drown 18,500.00
* " Katharine Choate Iverson
(add'l) 5,000.00
» " Virginia M. Monroe (add'l) 7,248.03
» " Charlotte W. Hitchie.... 2,084.05
* " Margaret 0. Sage (add»l). 6,753.54
" " Mary P. Sears 1,000.00
» " Olivia S. P. Stokes 100,000.00
» »» Fanny G. Villard 2>50Q.OO 174,095.62
Adjustment of book value of
securities 120,949,98
Net gain on sale of securities.... 2:;;5, 041.71
Less, .Amount appropriated by the
Trustees for the Huntington
Memorial Library Addition 250.000.00 9 3. 991^69
27S¥I7taF753
Less, the follov/ing appropriations
made by the Trustees:
To reimburse current funds for
for the deficit of years
—
1926-27 and 1927-28 61,550.53
To cancel loans made to current
funds 25,000.00
To apply on account of general
permanent improvements for the
year \ 13,382.85
To purchase new laundry machinery. 7,500,00
To reimburse the Capital Account
for the accumulated interest on
the Du Pont F^and 56.358.53 143.791.71
¥2.147.610.93
The above balance, ($2,147,610.92) includes among
other smaller legacies, the balance of the Lar-
garet 0. Sage legacy (^819 ,951.27 ) (The total
receipts from legacy to date are;,;853,357.86,
from which was deducted the cost of Sage Court
land and improvements amounting to $33,406.59.)

SCHEDULE III
EASTLi«J^ FUI^
Year ending Jime 50, 1929
Securities purchased from Llr. G-eorge Eastman
and held in trust by the Security Trust
Conipany of Rochester, N, Y., subject to
installment pa^^'ments to be made under con-
tract through a series of years 1,008,480,57
SCEEDULE IV
RETIH3;IENT HESER^TE
Year ending June 30, 1929
/jaount of Fund, Jime 30, 1928 $ 72,576.92
ADD
Appropriation for year (2^ of
special salar?/ list) v^^-, 927,Bo
Interest on Fund • 3,818,35
Interest on Pension Reserve
Foundation 25.0Q0.0GD 33, 545 .58
105,923.60
DEDUCT
Retirement allov/s'.nces paid 6.vx-
ing year \ 21,365.52
Annuity insurance allov/ances
made during year 1,455.00 22,798.52
I 8S,1£5.08
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SCHEDULE V
PERf^^OT DIPROVEIvIElTTS ACCOUITT
' Year ending June 30, 1929
Balance, June 30, 1928
Charles Spears Clp.rke Ivlemo-
rial Fund'. $14,253,66
Janes Hall Building Fund 1,846.27
Home Economics Practice House
Fund 414.25
Shellbanks Improvement Fund..,.. 3,000.00
Armstrong Athletic Field Fund,,, 7,645,69
Pomery Building Fund 700,00
Du Pont Hall Fund, 550.25 § 28,188,09
Pveceipts during year endin/7 June 30, 1929
Appropriations m--de by Trustees:
From Du Pont Fund for
Du Pont Hall $ 67,962.51
From General Investment
Fund
For Library .addition.. 250,000.00
For general improve-
ments 15,382,85
Gift of Miss Harriot Curtis for
Tennis Courts improvements 700,00
Interest on Library Addition
Fund 1,525,00
Interest on Clarke Memorial Fund 711,68 $334,232.04
$562,470,15

I
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SCHEDULE Y
PERLlivlIETTT BIPRCm'Ll'TTS ACCOUNT
Tear ending June 30, 1929
EAPSi^T)ITURES
On account of permanent improvements on following:
Nev/ Buildings
Coleman du Pont Hall. . .068, 312. 74
Huntington Library
Addition 6,499.50
Sage Court Apt. House.. 1,190.00
Garages 1.8&G.56 |77,868.90
Improvements to Buildings
Domestic Science Build-
ing 431.67
Virginia Hall 178.80
Administration Building 295.12
Holly Tree Inn ^umex... 154.72
Trade School 360.00
Clarke Hall 128.00
Wigwam 2,955.28
Pierce Hall 1,755.00
Prc.ctice Cottage 62.97
HoT7e Cottage 378.80
Bemistyle Cottage Garage 506.89
Maple Cottage 324.00
Agricultural Cottage... 465.00
Huntington Hall 360.41
Vohringer Cottage 233.30
Palmer Cottage 416.88
Abraham Smith Cottage{2) 742.37
Sage Court Cottage IT0.6 39.51
Hardy Cottage 1,161.23
Fierce Cottage 1,180.15
Improveraents to sundry
other buildings and
cottages 7 576.87 12,685.97
Nev7 Automatic Telephone 3,276.44
Armstrong Field Stadium 8,003.69
Electric Light and Power Plant 83S.59
Roads and Grounds Improvements 5,498.74
Heads and Grounds Improvements Say-e Court.. 255.00
Steam, V/ater
,
and Gas Equipment 5,928.74
TOT.IL expenditures for" year §111,349.87
Deficiency of funds for general perma-
nent improvements 14,650.02
Provided out of general and special funds 96,729.85
Balance of Funds, June 30, 1929
Clarke :.-emorial Fund (Building) 14,317.34

1
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SCHSDULS V
PEHLLliroITT B-PHOVU/IElvrrS ACCOUNT
Year ending Jime 50, 1929
K^'SI^DITUHSS (Continued)
Carried forward $95,729.85
(Balance of Funds, June 30,1929
Clarke Memo-
rial Buildins Fund....i^ 14,817.34)
James Hall Fund 1,846.27
Hcsne Economics Practice
House Fund 351.27
Shellbejiks Improvement
Fund 3,000.00
Tennis Court Fund 700.00
Library Addition Fund. 245,025.40 265.740.38
(d362,470.13
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Bonds
25j 000
100
J
>000
50,,000
25
J
,000
25
J
,000
25
J
000
50,,000
50,,000
25 000
'~o
.
000
30,,000
70, 000
25, 000
1, 000
75, 000
50, 000
10, 000
25, 000
500
64, 000
65, 000
5, 000
3-3, 000
25, 000
25, 000
40, 000
40, 000
6, 128
20, 000
50, 000
50, 000
25, 000
30, 000
SCHEDULE VI
SECURITIES
Year ending June 30, 1929
Alab^^-ma and Yicksburg Ry. Sinking Fd, Debent
^imerican Telephone and Telegraph Co. Sinking
Ed, Debent, . ".
American Telephone and Telegraph Co Sinking
Ed, Debent
Atchison, Topeka, and Sata Fe R.R.Ad justment
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe R, R,
Transcontinental
.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe R« R, Calif.
and -XT i zona
Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Ry, first ivitge
Austin and Ilorthv/e stern R, R. Co, First Mtge
Baltimore and Ohio R, R. Pittsbufgh L. E.
and W, Ya
Baltimore and Ohio R, R, Convertible
Baltimore and Ohio R. R, First lltge
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Ref, and Gen^l Mtge
Series "D"
Baltimore and Ohio R. R, Southwestern Div,,
Benjamin Elec. Mfg, Co First I/Itge
Brookl^-n Edison First Mtge
Central of Georgia Ry Refunding,
Central of Georgia Ry. Macon and "'orthern
Div. First Ivitge
Chattanooga Station Co First Mtge
Chautauqua Assembly.... Ref. Imp. First Mtge
Chesapeake and Ohio Ry Convertible
20 Yr. Gold
Chesapeake and Ohio Ry General
Chesapeake and Ohio Ry. Craig Valley Branch
First Mtge.
Chicago and Alton R. R Refunding
Chicago and Great Western R. R. First Mtge.
Chicago, Burlington and Q,uinc3^ Ry. Co.
First Mtge.
Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville R. R.
Gen * 1 Mtge
.
Chicago, Milv/aukee and St. Paul Ry. Series C
Equipment Trust
Chicago, Milwaukee St. Paul and Pacific Ry.
Co. 50 Yrs. Mtge. Series A
Chicago, Milv/aukee, St Paul and Pacific Ry.
Co . Cons . Ad j . Mtge
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Ry. First
Ref . Mtge
.
Chicago, Union Station Series B First Mtge.
Chicago and Western Indiana R. R. First and
Ref.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.
Louis Ry. Coll Trust
5»s
5's
5-|»s
4»s
24
96
52,
18,
4»s 18.
4-?T»s
,5»s
5»s
4's
4i»s
5*s
5 * s
5»s
6»s
5»s
5-1* s
5's
.4»s
.5»s
4-5- »s
4-'; » S
5»s
3«s
4's
5's
6»s
5^'s
5's
5's
4»s
5»s
5^'s
4's
20,
46
48,
18
19
29
67
24
75
49
8
17
51,
54,
3.
16
24,
40
39
5,
12,
38,
49
24;
20,
250,00
162,50
730.25
500,00
752.00
750.00
000.00
575,00
,500,00
625,00
,550,00
,658,75
,093.75
900.00
,487.50
637.50
,700.00
500.00
450.00
060.00
995.00
150.00
500.00
250.00
437.50
700.00
087.50
955.00
350.00
079.50
128.75
250.00
400.00
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Bonds
25, 000
100, 000
25, 000
50
3
000
25, 000
56
,
250
25, 000
o. 000
15 000\y \y
000
20 000
p 000
000
000
000
000
1*5
Urn %J . 000W V-/
40 000
,000
o9j,000
23 000
25 000
25,,000
4,,000
55 000\J \J
5 000V-/ W W
10Xw 1 000\J \J \J
25 000
10.,000
19
,
000
25j 000
25
.
000
\ \J \m/ \J
4,
,
000
50
'
000
50 '000
15 000
100. W V 4 000
10
1
,
000
50
j
|ooo
2, 000
25;,000
,000
25,,000
55, 000
50 ,000
52 .000
Book Value
Louisville and Nashville Ry, First and Ref . Mtge
Mexican International Ry. Cons. First I^tge . Gold
Michisan northern Pov;sr Co
Milwaukee Elec. Ry. and Lt. Co
Minneapolis Gen*l Electric Co First Cons
Missouri, Kansas-Texas R. H Series A
Prior Lien Mtge.
Missouri Pacific Railroad General
Nevv England Tel. and Tel. Co. Series B.Tenporary
First Mtge
New Orleans Terminal Co. Series A First Mtge.
Newport News Light and v?ater Co. First Mtge.
New" York Central R. R Equipment
NeT7 York Central R. R Equipment Trust
New -^ork Central R, R Refunding and Imp
First Mtge
New York, Chicago and St. Louis Refunding
New York, Chicago 3jid St. Louis Refunding
New York Dock Co First Mtge
Nev: York Edison First and Refunding
ITew York Gas and Elec. Light Keat and Povrer Co.
llew York -'-nter Urban Water C'. First Mtge
New York Telephone Co First and Gen»l Mtge.
New York Telephone Co Sinking; Ed. Dehent
.
New York Y/estchester and Boston R. R
Niagara Falls Power Co First Mtge
Northern Pacific 'Rj » Prior Lien and Land Grant..
Northern Pacific Ry Refunding and Imp.
Northwestern Barbed Wire Co... First Mtge Serial
Gold Bonds
Old Point Comfort Hotel Corp. 20 Yr. Inc. Debent.
Oregon Short Line Refunding Guaranteel
Oregon V7ashington R. R. and Navigation Co. First
Mtge
Pacific Fruit Express Equipment Trust Series A,
Pacific Gas and Electric... First and Hefundi-ig
Pacific Gas and Electric ... .First and Refunding
Pennsylvania R. R
Pere Marquette Ry. Co First Mtge Series A
Phila. and Reading Coal and Iron Co. Refimding
and Sinking Fd. Mtge.
Privince of Ontario Debent.
Reading Co Gen*l Mtge, Series A
Rio Grande Junction R. R First Mtge.
Rio Grande Western Ry First Cons.
Russian Government
Seaboard Air Line Ry First Mtge.
Atlanta and Birmingham Div.
Southern Pacific Equipment Trust
Southern Pacific Ry San Francisco Terminal
Southern Railv/ay ^...I'irst Coll
Southern RailY/ay Mobile and Ohio Div. Coll
Southern Railv;ay St. Louis Div. First Mtge
5: »s 25,,787.50
4» s 42
J
,500.00
5
»
437 . 50
5 4o
'
875 00
5» 23
5' s 52,,453.12
4» s 13,,967.00
s 5 000.00
4*^ s 9 ,300.00
5* s 12 600 .00
7 * s 20, 000.00
5 * s 7 ,775 ,80
5 e 25 291-67
1
3
75
5" 25 112 .50
4* 11 390-00
kJ ^
5' 000 00
4» s 27',200.00
5» s ,500.00
4"* 57 6 55 00
6 » 24 299 .50
44 »s 12 ,750.00
5' s 22 ,875.00
4 <a 4 000 .00
6 » <3 59 125-00
»
s
5 000.00
7 * Q 10 000.00
4' s 21",250.00
4 6 500 00
7 1 9 1 66 -25
25 375 -00
5 e 24' 000 00
7 * c« 4' 000 00
5» s 49',795.75
5» ij 50 A65 -88
6 « CI 1^ 850-00
4-s * s 9 3 71 2 -50
5* s 7 500.00
4* s 25,,000.00
5^ *s No Value
4' s 17,,500.00
7» s ,040.00
4» s 18, 095.75
5» s 48, 200.00
4» s 58, 985.00
4» s 54,,520.00
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Bonds Book Value
50, COO
20,000
50,000
) 70,000
50,000
235,000
10,000
20,000
15,000
25,000
15,500
3,000
5,000
27,000
75,000
50,000
50,000
25,000
Stocks
100 Slia
300
73
300
400
300
300
500
300
200
300
300
100
200
300
400
300
100
500
500
100
100
500
15
100
400
47
Sout'i":e stern Bell Tel. Co. IF'irst and Refunding
Mtse
.
Spar tiinburg Union and Coraiubia P.. H, FirstMt ge
St. Louis Iron Mountain and Southern Ry.
Unifying and Refunding G-old
St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Ry. River
and Gulf Division First Mtge
St. Louis and San Francisco Prior Lien
Standard Oil Go. of N. J
Syracuse Gas Go First Mtge
Toledo and Ohio Gentral R. R,
5» s 49 ,006.25
4» s 13^,000.00
4' s 43.,031.25
4
'
s 56 ,331,25
4» 41',741.25
6* o 236',425.00
5» s 9 ,000.00
5* s 14
,
300 . 00
4« s 10
;
,500.00
5^ 's 25.,000.00
4* s 12',942.50
7» s o 055.00
A. t s ,000.00
5* s 24
J
537.50
5» s 69
,
113.25
5» s 49
,
,562.50
4* s 30, 000.00
5» s 25, 250.00
First Mtge
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo R. R. .First Mtge
Tri-State Telephone and Telegraph Co. Series A
First Mtge
Union Paaific R. R. First Utge. and Land Grant
Union Pacific R. R Sq.uipirLei!Lt Trust
Union Pacific H. R. Gentral Branch
First Mtge. Gold
U. S. Rubber Co First and Refunding
Yirginia and Southwestern Ry Cons.
7/estern Electric Go Debenture
YiTestern li'Iari'land Ry -.First Mtge
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. ..... . .First Mt^e
?es Abitibi Power and Paper Co l?referred 10
' AlabaLia Power Curaulative Preferred 28
' Alaska Building Trust , . 7
' Allied Chenical Dye Corp. Preferred 2S
' Araninun of America Preferred 43
' Ai":iarican Beet Sugar Co C-umulative Preferred 26
' American and Foreign Po\7er Co.; Preferred 32
Americin Gas and Electric Co Preferred 43
American Power and Light Preferred 23
American Power and Light..... Preferred 21
American Smelting and Refining Co Preferred 32
American Super Power Corp Preferred 29
American Telegraph and Cable Co 5
American Telephone and Telegraph Co 32
American Woolen Co Preferred 23
Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Preferred 35
Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe. . . .cor.imon 43
Baldv.ln Locomotive Works Preferred 8
Baltimore -and Ohio R. R Preferred 33
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Common 48
Bond and Mortgage Guaranty Co 2
Broadway Realty Co Coriimon 12
Buffalo, Niagara and Eastern Preferred 43
California Elec. Generating Co Preferred 1
Chicago and Northwestern Ry. Co Corjmion 7
Chicago and Northp/estern R^;^. Go Preferred 50
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Ry.
Preferred 2
200.00
275.00
300.00
4 ~ 1.33
337.50
462.50
550.00
252.50
500.00
550.00
075.00
800.00
075.00
000.00
887.50
977.50
000.00
650.00
379.00
612.51
250.00
500.00
502.42
337.50
316.29
750.00

131
s Book Value
OUU Snares u±sve±ciiiCL jCjj-ec« ±±±iiiiLino.i/iiig ^o. . . • • • • • irro 1 erreo. 31 ,140.00
Ann TT 43 ,225.00
TnnOUU Tf 30 ,213.13
OUU tt ative Preferred 30 ,750.00
ft Consolidated. Gas^Slec. Lt. and Power of Baltimore
y Preferred 30 ,000.00
DUU ft Preferreu 45 ,935.00
4uu ft Pre ferred 40 ,950.00
zooOUU ft ^\ *V> > W 1^ 4— « Vl /-\ 1 •y-t T y\ Preferred 30 ,387.50
OU ft 1 r!i TUTO "Vi/^ "^>^ XJT T /^Tf* /~\ 5 ,000.00
T nn±UU ft uexav^are jjcio.^a./anna cmo. li/es wern R. . . 12 ,850.80
OUU ft 1^17 ^ VI 1 *1 ^"Pl *f" T 1 TVl 1 1 T ative Preferred 30 ,375.00
J.UU
•
»—1 "f" n V"! i~. 7^ 4 ,350.00
ooU n Preferred 39 ,500.00
OUU •t i!j±ec orxc jonQ ancL onare oecuriuies Corp. Preferred 32 ,525.00
OUU ft ijj.eccriG ijono. ana. onaie oscurioies Corp . . . Corarnon 7 ,552.10
4:UU ft ~ * \ 1^ 4~ "1 /"» . } V\ ^^1^ *—t /^^^l r'rererr ecL 40 ,800.00
«jUU ft f T /-^^—I y-\ . 1 f > I ^ •! ±^re I ei reo. 27 ,595.00
<dU4 ft 1^ ^\ VI 1 L; ' I /-V "T" ~j 36 ,720.00
iiOU ft /^v^ /*\ ^» "1 u ' 1 -f" •.'i *i /-\ 2 ,744.38
•oUU ft v^ ^ T Tl T *?* ~n ^^1^ i rei erreo. 71 ,800.00
OUU ft /-^ TT' 'J -iy» y^ •f* y«% -v^ -VS ^jrrei Oi reo. 31 ,595.00
OU ft o ^ .~ 1-^4- ^Tt <^ 6 ,300.00
±u ft jrrei errecL 1 ,000.00
OUU ft TTT A ^ A n '^/-y -f- -v* , *1 "D T~5 34 ,873.48
OUU ft jrre I erreo. 35',266.25
OUU ft ! J^rt /~\ ^\ "vs "v^ /3 28 ,^45.00
ft 'v^ T y *~i 4*"v%'* /~w^ 4* T. i**~V V^ <^ •Vl <~t "G^ T Vl T1 A tt
J? VlXl Q. — 43 ,430.00
C '7.DO ft ±^r 3 J. erx eo. 4;,788.00
1'= / ft Lf V* , r"^ A A" T t_J^ ^ .'v 1 1 C 1 o
'
^ ,205.00
tf P. /T*^ "T~ "f" V^ i J ^ T /-v 12'
,660.94
loU Tt !To value
OOU ft n n "1 ^ ^ ^ T "1 ^ v^ #1 ""i 1 <~» T > "1 1 ^^/^ «~i 49,,500.00
•
r7 oVi CIoo/O Oiiares Mi ssouri-i^ansas -Texas Railroad. No value
OUU n r T ^ /-^ t 1 -vo -1 iIj £—1 *^ t +* -1 /-» 1 J 7.,058.75
OUU ft I\ 1 <^ 4" "l ^> V^ 1 I J -1 ^liv TIT 1* y-^ Preferred 33
;
290.^0
<cUU ft 1\ 1 ^> 4" "» t 1 /—i y^ y-v Preferred 21 591.57
4tUU ft Preferred 43 700.00
OUU ft T»T ^ Vl -1 y* ^ --".^ -1- T /-Nn -I Preferred 53.,475.00
^iUU tt Preferred. 22 346 . 88
oUU ft TV 1 *T* A "V» T « ty^ /* Preferred 3C, 390.00
ft ^T/^ ^> "T" A V-l "VI *T V^ ' I ^ y3 A y\ Preferred 71 216.25
ft TJoT'hhPT'n Pp r>i Pnr» Pt/ 15, 900.00
<iUU ft Preferred 22
,
031.25
<oUU ft 2l' 385.00
_)UU ft 48, 000.00
±uuu :f Preferred 53, 950.00
1 /LA t Preferred 7, 200.00
±uu ft Preferred 10, 242.00
500 tt Public Service Elec. and G-as of N. tT . • Preferred 51, 169.00
220 ft 17, 105.00
300 tt 32, 915.00
300 tt Preferred 30, 195.00

13^
Stoolcs Book Value
£00
000
600
500
200
100
500
135
400
400
15-
225
300
550
400
300
200
35
.177
239
Shares
tt
n
t?
«
Towne
Rocliester Tele, aorp Cumulative Preferred
So. California Edison Preferred
Southern Pacific Co Coirmon
Southern Railwa;''^. Preferred
31?. Louis Southvrestern . Hy Preferred
St. Louis Sou thv/e stern Ry Conunon
Standard Gas and Elec Preferred
Title Guarantee and Trust Co
Securities Corp Preferred)
Sscurities Corp Coimnon)
Leather Co Guraulative Preferred
Leather Go
Rubber Go Preferred
Steel Corp Preferred
Steel Corp Cornmon
Slec. Li,!^t and PoY/er Go. Of Missouri
Preferred
Co Preferred
Go , . . Gomrion
Co Preferred
Co Cornr'on
U.
U.
u.
u.
u.
Union
S.
s.
s.
«
J .
s.
Union
Union
DPacific R.
Pacific R. R.
"Western Pacific Ry.
77estern Pacific Ry.
20
25
56
54
4
1
41
7
34
84
55
30
14
5
11
5
Total Bonds and Stocks 7,3(
First Mortgages 1,5
Geor-':e Law Fund, on deijo; in ""^oonsoclcet Institution
for Savings,
,001
925.00
000.00
000.00
570.00
450.00
200.00
492.50
"43.33
000.00
650.00
650.00
182.50
500.00
000.00
000.00
182.50
550.00
056.50
025.30
107.19
500.00
000.00
C7.19
ia
i:3
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